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ABSTRACT 
2 
The purpo se of this research was to study the relationship 
betwe e n the Toxo ca ra canis larvae and the transmission of 
bacteria in mi ce . Special attention was given to the 
attempt to und e rstand the mechanisms by which the larvae 
c ould play u rol e in the diss e mination of infection. Radio-
ac t iv e i sotopes were us e d to labe l the Escherichia coli 
bacteria. Three isotopes we re used, one~ emitter ( ) 2P) 
and the two other s were 59 Fe and 1cr as¥ emitters. 
Exposure of the larvae to labelled bacteria, both in vitro 
and in vivo resulted in obtaining e vidence that the y could 
c arry the bac teria. 
Whe n the ex periment s were done in vivo, the results strongly 
s u ggested that the T. cants larvae were able to disseminate 
the bacteria from the intestine to all the organs of the 
animal s tested. The attempt to check whether the larvae 
exposed to the bacteria in a test tube could disseminate 
bacteria to the organs of mice, showed inconclusive 
r esult s . Confirmatory experiments were carried out by 
u si ng ba c t eriologi c al and serological techniques. Evidence 
was obtaine d that the larvae we re able to carry and might be 
a ul e to <iisseminute the E. coli to the orga ns of' the mouse. 
The r esult s will b e discussed in relation to the possible 
clunee rs of thes e worms in the dissemination of disease-
cuuRi ng rnicro-org,ulisms from the intestine to oth r pn r 
of th o hocly. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Toxocara canis 1arvae, after emerging from the ova 
in the intestine, undergo a somatic migration and are 
ab1e to trave1 in the b1ood to any organ in the body, 
inc1uding the brain. This raises the question of whether 
these 1arvae, 1eaving a heavi1y contaminated system 1ike 
the a1imentary cana1, might be ab1e to transport or 
faci1itat e the transmission of microbio1ogica1 organisms 
to the other parts of the body, inc1uding the brain, 
thus causing severe damage 1ike encepha1itis or po1io-
mye1itis; and some other bacterial or viral infections 
in other parts of the body to which the larvae might 
migrat e, such as hepatitis or respiratory infections. 
The results obtained by Woodruff et al.(1966) 
support the possibility of the toxocaral role in facilita-
ting poliomyelitis. They used the highly specific 
toxocaral skin test after the antigen was standardized 
by Woodruff and Thacker ( 1964). The results demonstrated 
that there were much higher percentage (1J.6) positive 
results in patients who had had poliomyelitis, than in 
apparently h ettl thy control persons (2.1%) ■ 
It "'as with this idea in mind that the present investi.-
g'rdion Wlil'J undertaken and the Escherichia coli bacteria 
wore chosen on the grounds that they are normal inhabi.-
tunts of the human i.ntestine. 'nle a:f.m of this i.nvestigation 
is to explore the possibility of larval migration 
facilitating microbiological infection of the central 
nervous system and other organs of the body and the 
problem of dual bacterial and helminthic infections, 
with special reference to the study of the mechanism 
or mechanisms of transmission. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The parasite T.canis was originally identified by Werner 
(1782) and was clearly differentiated from its related 
species, particularly Toxocara leonina by Leiper (1907). The 
full developm e nt of the worm was not studied until done so by 
Sprent ( 1958) . The adult worms occur in the intestine of 
various species of the genus canis and in several species 
of foxes and the male worm measures up to 10 ems and the 
female up to 18 ems. The worm has special adaptations 
for transmission. It has long been known that infection 
may be acquired by ingestion of eggs or by prenatal trans-
fer of larvae from the tissue of the mother, where they 
may be stored for a year or more (Douglas and Baker, 1959) 
to those of the foetus (in utero) where they remain in 
the lungs until birth (Schacher, 1957; Sprent, 1958). 
The reHult is that puppies are very commonly infected 
with Toxocara canis - the older dogs less commonly so. 
It has been observed by several workers that in older 
animals, e specially sexually mature females for a short 
time beginning about one month after whelping that they 
frequently have a patent infection. Sprent (1961) 
Mllgge l'! ted that such infections are acquired by ingesting 
lurvuo pussod in the raeces of the new-born pups. The 
other mode of' infection is through paratenic hosts, that 
iM unimnl .. acquiring infection Crom contaminated soil 
unc1 pul'!sing the larvae on to other animals and finally 
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to the dog when eaten as prey. This mode of trnnsmission 
was demonstrated by Sprent (1958). Dogs and foxes were 
fed tissues of mice which had been infected with T.canis 
previously . In foxes adults and larvae were found in the 
intestine at 2-J weeks after infection. Larvae were also 
recovered from the somatic tissues especially the lungs. 
In dogs very few larvae were found in the somatic tissues. 
As J days after infection second stage larvae were found 
in the stomach wall, at 9 and 10 days after infection 
fourth sta~e larvae were found in the intestine. In 
puppies under the age of 5 weeks, the larvae can go on 
to mature into adult T.canis, probably pursuing a cycle 
of d eve lopment similar to that of Ascaris lumbricoides in 
man (Sprent, 1952; Woodruff, 1970); that is being taken 
to the liver or lung in the blood and there leaving the 
blood vessels to migrate up the bronchial tree and re-enter 
the intestine. 
In man when infective T.canis eggs are swallowed, the 
larvae emerge from the eggs in the human inte~tine, 
penetrate the intestinal wall and are taken in portal 
blood to the liver and the lungs, end usually beyond them 
to other tissues throughout the body. Once in a blood 
vessel, the larvae appear to leave it at a point at which 
its body approaches the diameter of the vessel (Sprent, 
1955a). The larvae of T.canis have been shown to reach 
' 
the lungs of mice at a relatively early stage of 
infection and to undergo a somatic migration (Sprent, 
1952). The minimum diameter of these larvae is more 
than 0,01 mm and less than 0.02 mm at the time they 
reach the lungs, Most probably the larvae gain the 
arterial circulation by breaking the capillaries and 
entering the pulmonary veins. Observation of the brain 
of mice infected with T. canis indicated that the lumen 
of the cere bral arteries approximates the diameter of 
the larvae at the point at which they enter the surface 
of the brain (Sprent, 1955b). This was indicated by 
the occurrence of early haemorrhages at specific sites, 
mostly near the dorsal surface of the brain in mice 
1, 
experimentally infected with T, canis; later haemorrhages 
in other parts of the brain indicating that the larvae 
had begun to migrate through the brain tissues, 
(Woodruff, 1970), suggested that this is also likely 
to explain the somewhat uniform position of granuloma 
caused by larvae of T. 
blood vessels (Duguid, 
canis emerging from retinal 
1961a and 1961b). He also sug-
gested that it explains further why Ascaris larvae are 
filtered out of the circulation in man in the liver and 
lungs und do not pass in the blood beyond these organs 
to other parts of the body. 
Prevalence in doges 
Toxocara canis is the commonest round worm of the dog, 
12 
few dogs escaping infection (Beaver et al., 1952). It has 
cosw.opo litan distribution as the following figures indicate. 
Overall. o/o 
of' dogs 
infected 
~ 
inf'e cted 
puppies 
13.5 not reported Marseilles, France (Solomon, 1933) 
82 
II 
2 1 36 
ti 
II 
Calcutta, India (Maplestone and 
Bhaduri, 1 940) 
Phillippines (Yutuc, 1954) 
Indiana, U.S.A. (Ehrenford, 1956) 
20 not reported Boston, U.S.A. (Hein e r and Kevy, 1956) 
20 .7 
82.5 
28 
J6 . 5 
41 
HI. 1 
35. 1 
7. 3 
7.2 
" 
" 
ti 
" 
" 
6J.8 
22.2 
J0.5 
Home Counties, England (Woodruff and 
Thacker, 1964) 
Cairo, Egypt (Rifaat et al., 1969) 
Dar-cs-Salaam, Tanzania (Wiseman and 
Woodruf'f', 1971) 
Ibadan, Nigeria (Wiseman and Woodruff', 
1971) 
Cairo, Egypt (Khal ed et al., 1973) 
Belgium (Vanparijs and Thienpont, 1973) 
Australia (NG and Kelly, 1975) 
Great Britain (Jacobs and Pegg, 1976) 
London, England (Turner and Pegg, 1977) 
Tho figures indicate that there is a very high prevalenc e 
of i nfecti on in dog s in tropical areas. Although the 
pnrco ntuge of dogs int'ected in the U.S.A. and Europe is much 
lower thun that of the tropical areas, it is still high 
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in the rormer areas when taking into consideration the 
high level of the standard of health services and health 
education. The figures in the Philippines, India and 
Egypt could be compared with the previous survey in 
Cambridge, England, in which 24 dogs were examined and 
70.8% were found to be inrected (Nuttall & Strickland, 
1908 ). No adequate previous survey had been done in 
England prior to that done by Woodruff and Thacker (1964). 
Beaver (1962 ), stated that "T. canis can be expected to 
be present throughout the tropics, sub-tropics and mucb 
of the cooler regions". This statement goes with the 
reports from Egypt, Tanzania and Nigeria as African 
countries, and the Philippines and India as Asian 
countries. In areas where there have been dependable 
surveys one is led to the conclusion that there is a 
large reservoir of infection with toxocariasis in dogs. 
Bearing in mind the close contact between man and dog, 
transmission of infection to man would be expected to be 
common. 
Diagnosis in manr 
Whe n man ingests the infective toxocaral eggs the larvae 
will emerge and migrate in the tissues, but do not develop 
beyond the second stage in the human, Unlike Ascaris they 
do not mature, enter the gu t , and reveal their presence by 
passing ova, As a result the only method of ascertaining 
a definite diagnosis is by finding the larvae in the tissues 
14 
by biopsy techniques. Whenever the infection has been 
demonstrated in the liver during life, it has been by 
ope n operation and removal of a granuloma visible on the 
surface (Beaver et al~ 1952). 
Beaver et al. (1952) reported the first human case 
infected with T. canis larvae in a girl aged 2½ years 
who had severe e osinophilia (80,000 WBC/clMl with SO% 
e o s inophils), Lalf.'otomy disclosed an enlarged liver 
studded with whit e plaques. Sections from the liver 
showed portions of a larval nematode that was well pre-
serve d and showed no e vidence of autolysis or degenera-
t i on, It was proved to be a Toxocara canis larva. 
The c linical syndromes which toxocariasis is known to 
cau se do not justify biopsy except in very f ew suspected 
cas es . It was shown by Woodruff (1970) that the diagnosis 
of Toxocaral infec tion can be strongly suspected on 
c linical features of the patient - the presence or absence 
of eosinophili a and by using the skin test and fluor-
escen t antibody t echhiqu e . Wguid (1961b) observed 
d e laye d skin r e sponse s in patients with ocular lesions 
s uspec t e d of b e ing toxocaral in origin, but cross-reactions 
with s era from patients with A. lumbricoides had been 
obta i ned. Woodruff & Thacker (19 6 4) were able to 
standa rdiz e th e skin t es t by following the method of 
Fairl e y ( 19:,1). The s tandardi~ e d antigen wa!'I us Ad at a 
dilution of 1/1000 and results obtained with this dilu-
tion were highly specific , Adult specimens of T, canis 
were dried and aqueous solution of antigen were prepared 
from them. The sterile aqueous solutions were used for 
intradermal sensitivity tests, In carrying out the skin 
t e st 0,1 ml of the solution was injected and when the 
initial weal doubled its size the reaction was considered 
positive, The test was carried out among 85 persons with 
evidence of helminthic infections. The helminthic infec-
tions proved by demonstration of the parasite, their ova 
or larvae. Include d in this group of helminthic infec-
tions were T~ichuris trichiura, hookworm, Schistosoma mansoni 
Ascaris lumbricoides, Strongyloides stercoralis, 
Onchocerca volvulus, Loa loa and Trichostrongylus 
colubriformis. Among all this group of patients, using 
antigen in 1/1000 dilution, the test was positive in 
only two, The results, therefore, indicated the skin 
t e st for T, canis gives no significant number of cross-
rea c tions in other helminthic infections when used in 
1/1000 dilution, Further evidence of the value and 
specificity of the skin test has been demonstrated on 
animals by Wiseman & Woodruff, 1967; Wiseman et al, 
19 69, Six mice were infected with 200 - 600 T, canis 
eggs and the skin test was observed to be positive from 
the ninth day of infection, No reaction occurred in 
c ontrol non-infected animals, Experiments on monkeys 
!'lhowod the sume results with positive skin even in those 
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animals who were infected with 20 eggs only, 
Bisseru & Woodruff (1968) reported the successful use of 
the fluorescent antibody test as a tool for the diagnosis 
of toxocaral infection , T,canis larvae exposed to immune 
serum, obtained from patients proved to have the toxocaral 
infection either by histological examination or by positive 
skin test, followed by fluorescein labelled antiglobulin, 
gave a bright greenish-yellow fluorescence of the cuticle, 
Best results were obtained when the larvae were alive or 
used within three days of recovery from mice, Cross-
reacting fluorescence was obtained when serum from patients 
with A,lumbricoides was used , These cross-reactions were 
removed by using adsorption of the Ascaris antibodies with 
the extract of Ascaris lumbricoides, Patterson et al, 
(1975) reported the use of radioimmunoassay systems for 
toxocariasis, but it was not possible to give a clear 
diagnosis on whether the parasite was Ascaris or Toxocara, 
The pathological and clinical damages due to the migration 
of the Toxocara larvae in man could be responsible for 
fa c ilitating or provocating microbiological infections, 
The clinical picture of the type of larva migrans caused 
by T.canis in man varies widely with the number of larvae 
inges ted and the duration of infection and the presence of 
lurvu e in critical locations, Before the application of 
tho s kin t e "t and the fluorescent antibody teat, toxocar-
iu ,. i s used to be thought to be a di,.ea11e of young children 
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with a history of dirt eating (pica), Since the applica-
tion of these two tests together with accumulated know-
ledge about the clinical features and mode of transmission 
of the toxocara, it has been shown that the disease is not 
limited to young children only. Children have a higher 
incidence than adults due to the fact that they are more 
liable to get the disease from public places and door-
yards, because of their poor hygenic habits. Beaver 
(1952) reported the presence of Toxocara canis ova in 
dooryards in the United States. Borg & Woodruff (197J) 
reported that they were able to find Toxocara canis in 
195 out of 800 soil samples collected in public places 
all over Britain. 
Many patients complain of no symptoms. In others, although 
able on questioning to recall symptoms, these were not 
severe enough to have led the patients to seek medical 
aid (Woodruff, 1965), The general symptoms resulting 
from toxocaral infection in man consist most commonly of 
hepatic discomfort, asthmatic and bronchitic episodes and 
f'ever. further general symptoms resulting from toxocaral 
infection in man found on physical examination are hepa-
tomegaly, usually moderate but sometimes extreme, 
In many of the cases of toxocariasis, liver enlargement 
hu e beon noted, Usually the hepatomegaly is moderate, 
but in some cases extreme, the liver edge reached well 
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below the umbilicus (Snyder, 1961). In mild infections 
such as those reported by Smith & Beaver (195J) hepato-
megaly was not noticed. Smith & Beaver (195J) infected 
two mentally defective infants with 200 T. canis eggs . 
In both cases eosinophilia was a major feature but 
hepatomegaly was not noticed in one patient; in the 
other the liver was just palpable during the ensuing 
month. Splenomegaly is frequent but not of great degree. 
Leucocytosis and eosinophilia are common (Snyder, 1961; 
Jung, 1963; Deaver, 196J). Beaver ( 1962) reported that 
in four-fifths of selected cases of toxocariasis the 
eosinophils represented more than 500fo of leucocytes in 
the blood and in approximately 20')b of cases the eosino-
phils represented over 60'}/, of more than 60,000 W.B.C. per 
cubic mm . In some cases the eosinophilia exceeded 80'}/, 
(Zuel:.!:er &. Apt, 1949; Snyder, 1961). 
Signs of pulmonary infiltration, such as cough, dyspnoea, 
rales, wheezing or even radiological evidence of pulmonary 
inf i ltration have been observed in many of the toxocara 
cases reported (Beaver et al., 19521 Snyder, 19611 
Patterson et al., 1975). Woodruff ( 1970) reported that 
17% out of 76 patients with asthma, bronchitis and cough, 
mostly in association with eosinophilia, have given 
positive ski n tests. 
In addition to the above signs and symptoms there are a 
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number of somewhat less characteristic conditions which 
have been associated with toxocariasis, like frequent 
upper respiratory infections, gastro-intestinal distur-
bances or abdominal pain, pallor or anaemia. 
Toxocara larvae migrate widely in the tissues and so may 
traumatize some important parts of the body and provoke 
deposition of fibrin and fibrosis, which if it occurs in 
some vital parts such as the heart and brain, could lead 
to dangerous complications. The presence of toxocaral 
larvae in the myocardium was demonstrated by Dent et al, 
(1956 ) in their study at necropsy of a child who died 
fro m homologous serum hepatitis with overwhelming T. canis 
infection. Another patient, reported by Friedman and 
Hervada (1 960 ), who had several attacks of fever, bron-
chitis, pneumonia, J7% eosinophilia and had been in 
contact with a dog in whose faeces ova of T. canis was 
found, there was a marked increase in the size of the 
heart, which returned to nonnal as the other clinical 
features settled down. A liver biopsy was not performed 
so that a definite diagnosis could not be made, but the 
circumstantial evidence led to the belief that it was a 
toxocaral infection. Woodruff (19 65 ) suggested that 
involvement of the myocardium in this way may play a part 
in the production of the endomyocardial fibrosis in Africa 
und elsewhere. Woodn.&ff (1970) reported a patient that 
had been seen by Professor M.S.R. Hutt in East Africa. 
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The patient was a 25 year old sweeper who had had a 
history of vague substernal discomfort lasting about a 
month, but this had not been incapacitating and he had 
carried on with his work until he suddenly developed 
pain in the c hest, became short of breath, produced 
copious sputum and was admitted to hospital. Pulmonary 
oedema was present on admission and he died within a few 
hour s . At necropsy his lungs were grossly oedematous, 
but no parasites or any kind were dete~table in the 
bowel; the h eart showed extensive myocardial degeneration 
with gross eosinophilic cell infiltration. Professor Hutt 
remarks that the eosinophils in some areas appeared to be 
arranged around a central region of necrosis, reminiscent 
of worm tracks and the changes appear to be those of para-
sitic infiltration. 
On a similar basis it has been suggested that granulomatous 
foci following the death or larvae occurring in the brain, 
might lElad to the possibility of some form of epilepsy 
(Snyder, 196 11 Bruin & Allan, 19641 Woodruff et al~19661 
1970). Snyder ( 196 1) reported a case of' a two year old boy 
who had had severe pulmonary involvement in adrlition to 
some clinical manifestation of toxocariasis, he had )5/50 
thousand leucocytes (mm 3 ) with JO% eosinophils. Chest roent-
eenogrums showed diffuse mottling of both lungs, Despite 
antibiotic therapy hi s condition was deteriorating and he 
b m, 1 1 lty 111. HQ rAsponded well to cortisone 
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treatment with oxygen and parenterally f'luid. This child, 
for a f'ew months prior to the onset of' his pneumonitis, 
had suf'f'ered repeated mild seizures clinically typical of' 
petit mal epilepsy . Although biopsy was not perf'ormed in 
this case, the circumstantial evidence suggested that it 
was a toxocara case and that the petit mal epilepsy was 
due to the parasite . 
Brain and Allan (1964) reported epileptic seizures in a 
J2 year old woman, She had had many, both minor and major, 
most of' them during sleep. Toxocaral inf'ection was 
suspected on clinical grounds and on positive skin test. 
The interesting thing about this case is that when she 
was treated with antitoxocaral drug (Diethylcarbamazine 
J mg per kg body weight, three times daily f'or three weeks) 
she greatly improved and then stopped having the convul-
sions . 
Woodruf'f et al . (1966) found that 26 out of J49 epileptic 
patients had reacted positively to toxocara skin tests, 
compared with 7 who did so from among J29 normal persons. 
Among those with a positive skin test on epilepsy 77% had 
had a dog or cat in their household for at least three 
months b e fore the development of' their epilepsy. These 
f'indines, together with the fact that when a toxocara 
lurvu di es it produces a focal area of granulomatous 
rouction, might well be expected to produce focal epi.lepsy . 
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If the infection is heavy many of the larvae die in the 
cort ex , a number of foci and generalized epilepsy could 
develop. 
One of the toxocaral infections that received greater 
attention than the others is that involving the eye and 
causing granulomatous reaction in the choroid and retina, 
with subsequent "ndophthalmi tis and retinitis (Wilder• 
1950; Nichols, 1956 ; Ashton, 1960; Woodruff' et al., 1961; 
Bird et al,, 1970; Phillips & Mackenzie, 197J}, 
The cause of' this attention is not because the larvae has 
a particular predilection f'or the eye, but because the 
presen ce of' the parasite in the eye will cause damage 
which will give rise to symptoms followed by surgical 
interference and histological diagnosis, The presence 
of the larvae in other organs, like the liver or lung, 
would be unlikely to give rise to any specific symptoms 
or clinically recognizable syndromes, The early lesions 
are raised as a result of granulomatous tissue (Woodruff 
1!c Thacker, 19641 Woodruff', 1970), Involvement of the 
eye with Toxocara should be suggested if a unilateral 
ruismJ l esi on, eo.,inophilia or a positive skin test and 
usually a positive fluorescent antibody test result 
(Woodruff, 1970), 
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Transmission of and predisposition to infection 
The question arises as to whether T.canis larvae migrat-
ing from the contaminated intestinal contents could 
possibly carry with them bacteria or cause damage in the 
tissues, especially the brain which could create favour-
able conditions for the growth of microbiological organisms. 
Such damage to the tissues was reported by many workers. 
Sprent (1955b) studied brain sections of mice experiment-
ally infected with T . canis. Haemorrhages were evident 
on the surface of the brain and the larvae were lying 
freely in the brain tissues and some of them were 
associated with areas of hae morrhage. 
Di sseru (1969) demonstrat ed that T.canis larvae in the 
liver"' of mice showed persisting inflammatory changes 
around the portal tracts with liver cell degeneration. 
In the lungs there were haemorrhages with inflammatory 
reaction consisting of clumps of lymphocytes with 
occasional neutrophils and few eosinophils. In the 
brain there were haemorrhages on the surface of the 
brain with haemorrhagic tracts and haemorrhages around 
the larvae. 
The microscopical examination of toxocaral lesions in 
tho ti~~ues of mun wus first reported by Beaver et al. 
( 19 52 ) • Sections from a liver of a child who had toxo-
curul infection showed extensive areas of focal necrosis 
and inflammatory reaction around the necrotic foci and in 
the portal spaces. Portions of the parasite were also 
found in these sections. 
In the case reported by Dent et al, (1956) where a child 
died of serum h e patitis associated with overwhelming 
toxocaral infection, a liver biopsy had been performed 7 
weeks before the death of the child and numerous focal 
granulomas discovered. Microscopically these granulomas 
presented a central area of necrosis, epithe1ioid cells 
and a dense infiltrate of eosinophils, neutrophils, 
lymphocytes and plasma cells with larvae of T. can is in 
many sections. At necropsy granulomatous lesions with 
haemorrhages, necrosis and inflammatory cells were found 
in the heart, lung, liver, spleen, pancreas, kidneys, 
intestine, mesenteric lymph nodes and brain. 
From these studies one can reach the conclusion that the 
lar vae uf T. canis could create foci of tissue damage 
that mieht create favourable conditions for the micro-
biological organisms. On the other hand, it is well 
known that adult Ascaris lumbricodes are able to cause 
peritonitis and other septic complications by their 
migrations from the lumen of the intestine, particularly 
aft e r operations on the intestinal wall, or by causing 
perforation, Shope (1941, 194)a 194)b) discussed the 
rolo that a paral'itic nomatode can play ,1s a reser Ir 
for tho maintenance of a virus under both experimental 
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and natural conditions. He found the nematode swine lung-
worm could act as a reservoir host for swine influenza 
v1.rus. He did not succeed in his attempts to demonstrate 
direct transfer of the viruses of swine influenza and hog 
cholera, but the lungworm as it passes through successive 
developmental stages in its definitive host - pigs -
harbours the virus in what Shope described as masked form. 
The description was used because of the failure to obtain 
direct transmission of the infection . Stimuli were needed 
to produce swine influenza. The pigs were injected with 
repeated doses of Hemophilus influenzae or were fed 
embryonated eggs of Ascaris. It was very diff'icul.t to 
explain the role of these stimuli in the provocation of 
the inf'luenza. Although a high percentage of the experi-
mental pigs produced signs and symptoms of influenza 
supposedly transmitted to them by the lung-worms, it was 
evident f'rom the results that the demonstrable transmission 
of the virus by the nematode was not a regularly or easily 
reproducible phenomenon. 
The relation between the swine lungworm and swine influenza 
virus needs more organized work than that done by Shope 
because no control animals were used in the experiments 
and tho infoctod animals were lef't together in the same 
pen so that Shope could not exclude the possibilities of' 
cross-infection, A good demonstration of the ability of 
nemtttode larvae to carry microbiological org~1isms is the 
interesting work of Syverton et al. ( 1947) • The experimental 
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work that was done on the guinea pig gave proof that 
1H..chinella spiralis larvae after maturation in the 
muscle s of the guinea pig infected with viral lymphocytic 
chori omeningitis had acquired the virus and was capable 
of transmitting it to new susceptible hosts . The other 
interesting result in the experiment was the proof that 
the transmission of the virus was not due to mere adher-
ence to the outer surface of the larvae, but th a t these 
actually harboured it. An interesting observation in 
this study was the failure of the T,spiralis larvae to 
acquire the virus when suspended in fluid containing a 
large quantity of the virus. From the experimental work 
that led to these results it seemed that the periods of 
exposure of the larvae to the virus were very short. In 
two experiments the period was only '.) hours and in a third 
experime nt the p e riod was 5 hours. No attempts were made 
to incubate the parasite a nd the virus for longer periods, 
Evidence wns obtained of the ability of the larvae from 
animals with co-existent trichinosis and lymphocytic 
choriomoni n gitis to act as e fficient agents for transmitting 
the infection to anew host, In these lutter experiments the 
lurvl.le uncl the virus were in contuct for a much longer 
period thnn the time of incubation in the test tube, 
It is s urpri s ing that the studies of Shope (1941) and 
Syverton At al , ( 1947) did not lead to un explosion of 
s i milur studio s or the role of helminth larvae and ova 
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in other virus and bacteria diseases. The discovery of 
an ascarid larva in the brain of a child who had died of 
severe poliomyelitis supported the belief in the possibi-
lity that viruses may be transmitted by parasites to the 
central nervous system. The case was reported by Beautyman 
and Woolf (1951). In the report Professor J.J.C. Buckley 
suggested that the larva might be of an ascarid from a dog 
or cat, because the development of the Toxocara was not 
then fully described. A great amount of experimental work 
by Sprent was perrormed to increase knowledge about the 
migratory behaviour and development of this nematode 
(Sprent, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955a, 1955b and 1958). In 
this work on experime nt al animals he showed that invasion 
or the C .N.S. by T. canis does occur and he drew attention 
to the possibility of microbiological organisms transmitted 
by the larvae (Sprent, 1955a). 
Woodruff, (1965 ), stated that "A very uncommon proved mani-
f e station of Toxocariasis, but one of great importance, is 
encephalitis due to larval migration". He based this 
statement on the several reports of infection with Toxo-
cara larvae and associated encephalitis and especially on 
the evidence given by Sprent ~nd on the cases reported by 
Boautyman and Woolf (19 5 1) and by Van Thiel (1960 ). 
Other cases were reported by many workers and were summar-
ised by the excellent review of Beaver (1962 ). Brain and 
Allan (1964) reported a case of a J2 year old woman who 
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complained of' headache, convulsions and epileptic seizures. 
The case was diagnosed as toxocaral infection involving 
the central nervous system according to the clinical mani-
f'estations and toxocara skin te8t. 
of' encephalitis have been reported. 
Since then many cases 
Other cases of acute meningomyelitis associated with 
Toxocara were r e ported by Engel et al, ( 1971) and Muller-
J e ns e n et al., ( 1973). In these cases the diagnosis was 
mad e according to the signs and symptoms and serological 
demonstration of' specific antibodies to be due to the 
T. canis lurvae, 
Schochet (19 6 7) reported a case of' toxocariasis in which 
the lesions in the brain were considered to be significant 
in causing death. A 2 y ear old boy was admitted to the 
hospital with a diagnosis of' a possible brain abscess. He 
had increasing stupor that progressed to coma. He also 
had one l ef t sided convulsion and later had twitching about 
hi s mouth. The w.B.C. count was 20,500 cells per cubic mm 
with~ e osinophils. Despite continue d antibiotic therapy 
the c hild d ied twelve hours after admission. At post 
mortem the brain was oedematous, Specimens submitted at 
the tlme of' a utopsy f'or viral studies were subsequently 
reported al!I n egat ive, Histological e xamination l!lhowed the 
prosAncA or multiple, small, sharply demarcated regions of' 
grunulomutou l!I lnflummation. Parts or coiled nematod ~ , 
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r epresented by cross and oblique sections, were found in 
the subcortical white matter of the cerebral hemisphere. 
This was identified by Dr. P.C. Beaver as a larva of 
T. canis. There were widespread focal inflammatory 
lesions in the brain . As the nematode was the only 
etiologic agent identified with no significant pathogenic 
conditions other than encephalitis to account for the 
patient's death, the larva must be considered as the 
probable caus e of death. 
Although most of the reports concentrated on the pr esence 
of the larvae in the central nervous system, they were 
also found in many parts of the human body. In one case 
a 19 month old mal e with toxcariasis died of an incidental 
homologous serum hepatitis and was reported by Dent et al, 
(1956 ). Granulomas, with and without the larvae of T. canis 
were widely scattered throughout the viscera and central 
n e rvous system. Larvae were found in the heart, lung, 
liver, kidney, small and large intestine, mesenteric lymph 
nodes and brain. Wide spread visceral lesions of identical 
character were also found in whi ch no l arvae could b e dem-
onstra ted . Beaver et al. (1952) reported the first proved 
lurvu of a Toxocuru canis in the human liver. Snyder 
(19 6 1) reported 20 cases of toxocariasis, in 10 of them 
JO 
the diagnosis was proved by liver biopsy. 
Toxo cara canis larvae and microbiological infections1 
A. Evidence in experimental animals 
As infection with toxocara in man has only been proved in 
the last 25 years, most interest has concentrated and most 
work has been done on the establishment of facts about the 
migratory behttviour of the larvae and the most common 
clinic a l manifestations. There have also been great 
efforts to dis c over diagnostic methods apart from tissue 
biopsy techniques. 
Mochizuki et al. ( 1954) successfully demonstrated experi-
mentally in mice that T.canis larvae in migrating to the 
brain are capable of transmitting Japanes e B, encephalitis 
viru s . Tliey f e d a number of mice about 2000 embryonated 
T,canis eggs. Four days later they inoculated these mice 
subcutaneously with the virus suspension, A control group 
uf mic o wer e inoculated with virus suspension only, The 
results was a clear and a significant difference in mortality 
was ob,. orved b o t"1e e n the t"'o groups o.f mice, highPr in the 
dublly in.foctod mice, Even with 500 eggs there "'a~ a 
clea rly si ~•ificant dif.fere noe between the two groups. 
Their con c lusion was that the provocation o.f th e virus 
nncophulitis was mo st probably caused by dostruction or 
tho blood brain barrier by the prior intracere bral migration 
of t he larvae, but they did not exclude some other mechan-
ism. Mochizuki and his colleague were only inte rested in 
the role of the larvae in producing encephalitis so they 
did no t look for the effect of the larvae on other organs 
and they could not produce e videnc e concerning the ability 
of the larvae, in general, 
synergis t for the virus. 
to act as a vehicl e or a 
Th e exper iment was r e p eated by Pavri et al,(1975) but 
in addition they examine d the lung, liver, s pl een, kidney 
and blood in addition to the brain and the y tried to 
isolate th e virus from the specimens collected from the 
gro ups of mice given Japanese Encephalitis v i rus alone and 
tho se dually infected . The results showed that in the 
gro up receiving dual infections a statistically higher 
proportion of the mi ce we r e affe c ted as compare d with the 
co ntrol groups in relation to sickness and d ea th, whil e 
t h ere was no signi f icant difference b e tw een the rates of 
viru s iso lat i on from the blood or lung. On the othe r hand, 
a statistically signifi cant diff'ere nc e was not ed in the 
rates of isolation rrom the brains of the dually infected 
mi ce, They suggested that the larvae, during their passage 
i nt o the tissu es , especially th e brain, might either 
transport the virus or produc e conditions favouring the 
viru s e ntry across the blood-brain barri e r, but they also 
gave other pos~ibilities s u c h as the e f'f ect or dual infec-
t ion on the immune mec hanism of the host• 
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B. Evidence in Man 
On the basis of the demonstration of a larvae of T,canis 
in the brain of a child who had died of poliomyelitis 
reported by Beautyman and Woolf (1951) it was suggested 
by Woodruff et al. (1 966 ) that T.canis larvae might carry 
with them bacteria or viruses or cause damage in the central 
nervous system and other tissues, which could afford foci 
for the growth of viruses or bacteria circulating in the 
blood at the time at which the damage was done. In the 
case reported by Dent et al, (1956) of a child who had died 
of homologous serum hepatitis T,canis larvae were found 
widely scattered throughout the viscera and central nervous 
system , The hepatitis was considered as incidental and due 
to one of the several blood transfusions he had received, 
This conc lusion is probably correct, but the mechanical 
damages caused by Toxocara larvae as indicated by the 
mucroscopical and microscopical findings in the viscera, 
the larvae could play a role in the provocation of the 
viral infection by creating favourable conditions for the 
e;rowth of the virus. 
Th o work of Woodruff et al, ( 1966} stimulated a wider 
inLero st in u possible relationship between T,canis 
lurvuo and poliomyelitis, They were able to examine 191 
J)or ito n,o who hfld poliomyelitis in tho past. The results 
" howml u much higher porcontage ( 1 ::,.6) of tho8e patient"' 
roucted poP1itively to the skin te8t than apparently healthy 
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persons (2.1"/4), The results were consistent with the 
explanation that the larvae in migrating from the aliment-
ary tract to the brain had carried with them poliomyelitis 
virus. In Egypt an investigation confirming this study 
was carried out and reported by Khalil et al.(1971),they 
followed the same pattern of study by using toxocara skin 
test in control and in poliomyelitis cases. The work was 
carried out on 102 infants and children suffering from 
chroni c poliomyelitis affecting different parts of the 
body, and on 70 apparently healthy controls of the same 
age group. Of the 102 cases of poliomyelitis, six (S,8%) 
had toxocaral infection proved by the skin test. In the 
control group, out of 70 only one had a positive test 
( 1 • 4%), 
These results showed a higher percentage of positive skin 
tests in the poliomyelitis cases compared to the control. 
Their findings are similar to and supported by those of 
Woodruff et al. ( 19 66 ). 
No case has yet been reported implicating T. cenis larvae 
in the transmission of bacteria, but this possibility has 
been suggested, Other nematode larvae have been reported 
ln relation to bacterial infection, An important report 
by Rrown and Perna (195R) concerns a 58 year old woman who 
<llnd uf E~1cherichia coli septicaPmia and meningitis. In 
Heidi tinn, thi8 woman wns found to have a m111!1sive inf'ection 
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with Strongyloides. Brown and Perna considered that the 
strongyloides infection could have played an important part 
in th e development of the septicaemia and meningitis due 
to the migrant Strongyloides larvae carrying the E. coli, 
e ither mechanically, or in their intestinal tracts, to 
the blood stream and then to the central nervous system. 
A s imilar case was reported by Wilson and Thompson (1964). 
A 2 4 y ea r old woman was admitted to hospital with five 
months history of feeling unwell. On the day after admis-
s ion the patient developed the symptoms and signs of acute 
s mall bowel obstruction. Laparatomy showed enlarged 
bowPl. A gland was removed, divided and sent for histolo-
g ical examination and culture. The culture produced a 
scanty growth of Escherichia coli. Microscopically in 
the mesenteric gland there was a collection of eosinophils 
surrounding two portions of larvae. Unfortunately they 
WPre not diagnosed as Strongyloides stercorulis until 
Rimilar, but more obvious, organisms were found in the 
po s t mortem section. The patient died of purulent men-
inF,iti s which, after necropsy, showed the whole surface 
of the brain to be involved. A heavy growth of Escherichia 
~ wal"I obt1dned from the pus. It is most probable that 
th e larvaP of Stron~oides carried with them the colirorm 
hn c tPrie that ceul'led the meningitis. 
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From the literature reviewed one could reach the conclu-
sion that the Toxocara canis play a role in the transmission 
of microbiological organisms, The mechanism or mechanisms 
involved are not clear. There could be more than one 
mechanism by which the larvae could lead to provocation 
of microbiological diseases. They might carry the organisms 
on their bodies from the alimentary canal to different parts 
of the body . Another possibility is that the mechanical 
damage caused by their migration could create favourable 
conditions for th e growth and multiplication of the micro-
biological organ~sms . 
MATERIALS AND METIIODS 
Introduction 
The radioactive isotopes were widely used to study the 
mol ecular biology of the Escherichia coli; 
14
c, 
32
P, 
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1 5 ·3 N and II isotopes were used by many investigators. 
1" a nd P were us e d by Patel and Kaback (1976) in their 
study on the role of the carbodiimide-reactive component 
of adenosin e-5~tri pho sphatase c omplex in the proton per-
meabi lity of E.coli membrane vesicles. Approximately 
0,05 mg of membrane protein was incubated with JO mM 
Tris-llCl containing 2 mM magnesium sulphat e and car-
hodi imide. Reactions were initiated by addition of 10 µl 
of ("7'-)2 p)ATP (final concentration 7 mM containing about 
60,000 counts/min). Inorganic phosphate was extracted 
into 0,85 ml of isobutyl alcohol-benzene-aceton, and 
aliquots of the upper phase were dried on planchets und 
counted in u nuclear Chicago gas flow counter. 
Lot,.i nr;or et al. ( 1976 ) describe the synthesis or 
5-amino-5-deoxythymidine-.5-triphosphat e , Sodium tri-
111otttpJw,.phHte h oxuhydrat e ttnd d(N112)T wero di ssolved in 
'.JO ml of u so lution containing approximately 100 u Ci 
or '..1 2 p l11lmlled sodium trimetaphosphate. After 24 hr 
tl11• r<'uction mixtur•i wtt., lyophilized, rediseolved in 
';O ml of 0.05 M triethylummonium bicarbonate nnd 
precipitated with methanol.Chromatography on a DEAE-
c e llulose plate with 0,02 MLiCl showed two spots 
corresponding to d /NH ) 2 and (5-NH)-dTTP. 
An autoradiogram revealed 4 radioactive materials: 
( 5-NH)-dTTP, trimetaphosphate and two unidentified 
inorganic phosphates. Assay of the radioactivity by 
liquid scintillation counting showed that 22% of the 
total radioactivity was in the (5-NH)-dTTP, JJ% in 
trimetaphosphate and 45% in the two unidenti fie d 
phosphates. 
Tang and Guha ( 197 5) used the 'J ::! P-ATP and the J 2 p-GTP 
to label the E.coli cP78, 
20 ml minimal M9 medium. 
The bacteria was grown in 
The culture was then spun 
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down at 6 ,000 r.p.m. for 10 minutes at room temperature, 
The p el let was resuspended and shaken in 20 ml of a 
plasmolysing buffer, The cells were then poured into 
20 ml prewarmed M9 minimal medium containing 0.5 mCi1-
12 J2 
· P-ATP or 0.5 mCi7- P-GTP. This labelling procedure 
wus terminated after 15 min by pouring the culture into 
5 ml f'ruzen M9 buffer , and imm.,diately spinning down at 
RNA extracting was then cRrried out. The RNA 
"'as u11ulysteii through a 5 cm, 1,2% polyacrylamideagarose 
P,fll , and nkectrophore,.ed at 5 mA and 50 V f'or 1.75 hr. 
tlu, r;"l" were .. 11ced nnd ox po,.od to X-r1-1y sonl!litive 
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films and developed. The incorporation of the labellled 
phosphorus into the entire RNA molecules was demonstrated. 
. 13 l'L J White and Rudolph (1979) used the C--'N- and H-labelled 
glyc ine s to inc orporate the pyrimidine moiety of thiaMin 
by E.coli . The E . coli B was grown on 100 mL of defined 
liquid medium containing glucose and all of the amino 
a cids except serine. The labelled glycines were added. 
The fr e sh E.coli cells we re isolated, separated from the 
g rowth medium by centrifugation and resuspended in 8 mL 
of 0.1 MHCl. The cells were then placed in a boiling 
wat e r bath for 20 min to e xtract the thiamin. Gas chroma•· 
tograph-mass spectrometer was used for the analysis of 
the isotope. 
Whit e (1978} used the lJC stable isotope to study the 
biosynthesis of the thiozole moiety thiamin in E.coli. 
Th e E. c oli n was grown on 100 mL of definited liquid 
medium at 37°c in a 2 L wide-mouthed Erlenmenger Clask 
on a rotary shaker. Tho medium consisted of 12.1 g of 
Tri ~ , 9 , 9 g of K2 HP04 , 5.J g of Ntt4c1, 5 g of casamino 
c1.c 1<1 .. , 2 .9 g of sodium citrate, 2H 2 O, 4 g of the labelled 
c ompound, 0.5 g of NaCl, 120 mg of Mgso4 , 44 mg oC CaC1 2 , 
the GC-MS 
wn r e u"ed to nnalyse the isotope. 
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Counting of' radioactive samples: 
The beta particles ( J ? P) and the gamma-ray photons ( 59Fe and 
51 cr ) emitted in radioactive disintegrations can be 
recorded as individual events by suitable detectors 
( e .g. Geiger or scintillation counters) . Any such 
detectors will record a so-called background count 
even when there is no radioactive sample present, 
This results f'rom the detection of' gamma-radiation f'rom 
radioactive mat e rial in the ground, buildings, etc ., of' 
c osmic radiation f'rom outer space, and to some extent, 
of' beta particles f'rom traces of' radioactive materials 
i n the c ounter it se lf'. 
must alway s be made. 
Thus in fact two measurements 
First the count rate (N 8 ) due to 
this background radiation alone mu st be determined. 
Then the measurement must be repeated to give the 
count rate (N) due to both the test sampl e and the 
background together. The actual count rate (N 8 ) f'or 
the sampl e (whi ch is proportional to the sample activity) 
i"' thon given by 
The botu particles f'rom radioactive material have only a 
limit e cl rungo dependent on their energy, so, f'or the 
dntocti on of' tho se particles there must be a thin window 
through which they may onter the counter. The area of' 
wirniow cunnot be very largo ( 1-J c m diam,•tor) so that 
only ,11111111 ,.,u11ples can bo preMented to tho counter, 
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(Oliver , 1971). In the current experiments the beta 
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radiation from the P samples were put on planchets . 
These planchets we re then placed on the thin end window. 
The counter doe s not ne e d to have a thin window for 
the detection of p ene trating gamma-radiation . 
A. Radioactive isotopes for labelling the E.coli 
bacteria 
In order to b e able to trace the bacteria to the sites 
to whi c h they were take n throughout th e s e experiments 
they were l abe ll e d with radioactive isotopes, As the 
initial experiments did not take more than eight days 
it was po ssibl e to u se an isotope with a short half lifn 
thus avoiding the danger or unneces sary contamination, 
For thi s r e ason the j:! emitter, 32 P, having a half lire 
of 14.J days was c hos e n . Later experimental work posed 
a technical problem in measuring the radiation in the 
organs of mi ce as will be seen later, During later experi-
ment s the ½ emitting isotopes 51 cr and 5 9 Fe having half 
lives of 27.8 days and 45 days respectively were used, 
The E . coli were ~ubcultured in glucose broth that contained 
bacte riologica l p ep ton (LJ7) - phosphat e as P2 05 (1,J%) 
a nd 75 p,p.m. iron. 
Ex pcrimr.nt No,l , 3 2 P (J' emittent) for labelling the 
bacte ria 
Eschori c hiu c ol i bacteria wore obtained from the Bacter-
iology Department in t h e London School of Hygi e ne and 
tropical Med icin e , Tho strain was subcultured in Mnc-
Conk oy 1 s mudiu and u sed in all the expuriments. A itingle 
c olony of E.coli was tuken by sterilized loop from the 
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MacConkey 1 s plate and wa s inoculated into 4 ml of 1% 
glucose broth contained in a bijou bottle and incubated 
at 37°c for 24 hours. This culture was used the next 
day to inoculate eight bijou bottles each with 4 ml of 
J2 1% glucos e broth solution and Pin the form of Na 
phosphate and then incubated at J7°C. The bijou bottles 
were divided into f'our pairs and each pair was marked 
"day one" to "day f'our" according to the period of' incu-
bation with the isotope. In each of the successive four 
days one pair was taken from the incubator in order to 
wash the bacteria. The 12 P was used in different doses 
(0.2 5 m Cu, 0. 5 m Cu and 1 m Cu) • To kill the bacteria 0.5 
ml of 0.5- f'ormalin solution was added to each bottle, 
the contents of each bottl e were then transferred to a 
centrifuge tube. From each bottle 0,1 ml was taken by 
pipette and placed on a planchette for counting the radi-
ation. The planc hette was then marked "culture", The 
cultures were spun for 10 minutes in the centrifuge at a 
spee d or 2 400 revolutions per minute (r.p.m.), the bacteria 
were precipitated to the bottom of the centrifuge tubes 
anti the supernatant was discarded by means of a pasteur 
pipetto, To resuspend the bacterial deposit in the cen-
trirugo tube 4.5 ml or phosphate burrer saline was used, 
i,o. the same volume or broth plus the 0.5 mloi'O,J'tb rormalin 
,m1.t1t1m1. The bacteria were spun again ror 10 minutes at 
2 1100 r.p.m. and tho l'IUpornatant wal'I dil'lcarded by meanl'I of 
n pn,.tour pipette. Thil'I proceduru or washing the bacteria 
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MacConkey 1 s plate and was inoculated into 4 ml of 1~ 
glu c o se broth contained in a bijou bottle and incubated 
at J7°C for 24 hours. This culture was used the next 
day to ino c ulat e eight bijou bottles each with 4 ml of 
1% g lucose broth solution and J
2
P in the form of Na 
phosphate and then incubated at J7°c. The bijou bottles 
were divided into four pairs and each pair was marked 
"day one" to "day four" according to the period of incu-
bation with the isotope. In each of the successive four 
days one pair was taken from the incubator in order to 
wash the bacteria. The P was used in different doses 
(o.25 111cu,o.5m Cu and 1 m Cu). Tu kill the bacteria 0.5 
ml of o. 5% formalin solution was added to each bottle, 
the co11tent s of each bottle were then transferred to a 
centrifuge tube. From each bottle 0.1 ml was taken by 
pipette and placed on a planchette for counting the radi-
ation, The planchette was th0n marked "culture". The 
culture~ were spun for 10 minutes in the centrifuge at a 
spee d of 2400 revolutions per minute (r.p,m,) 1 the bacteria 
were preci pitated to the bottom of the centrifuge tubes 
am! tho s upHrnutant was discarded by means of a pasteur 
Pipntte. To resuspond the bacterial deposit in the cen-
trifueo tube 4. 5 ml of phosphate buffer saline wu.s used, 
i. e • the 1ta11u, volume or bro th plus the O. 5 ml of 0.,7',,b formalin 
><o h,t:1011, The bactoriu woro spun again for 10 minutes at 
21100 r.p.m. und tho ,oupornetant wae discarded by means or 
II flllPltf!Ur pipe t to. Titil!I procoduro of washing tho bacteria 
with phosphate buffered saline was repeated three times 
and on each occasion the supernatant was discarded. At 
the end of' the third wash O. 1 ml. of the supernatant was 
taken on a planchette mark ed "third wash" and the rest 
4J 
was discarded. The bacterial deposit was resuspended in 
0,1 ml of normal saline and the suspension was trans-
ferred to a planchette mark ed "bacteria". The three 
planchettes, together with a control one to measure the 
background radiation, were taken for counting to a 
castle type scintillation counter with air end window. 
Experiment Nu,2 The Use of' "i 1 cr and 59 1"e (~ emitters) 
for labell ing the bact eria 
The s ame methods were usP.d as in Experiment No. 1. In 
thi s experiment , however, all radiation measurements were 
mu<le in a well type scintillation counter. 
n. Thn ability uf the T.canis 1arvue to carry E.coli 
1. In Vitro1 
Expnriment No,J 1 
Thf! egF,s or ·r.cunis wore obtained from the uteri of f"e-
m1t1.o worms tukn n Crom tho intestines of" dogs, mostly 
puppi,Hh Thu worms wor e dil'll'!lected under u di.,l'!lecting 
mi crosc opo. The ege8 were placed in a O. 5% f"ormol 1Jaline 
irnlutio n in hijou bottloi, nt room temperature and lef't to 
Pl11hryouu tc•. Thu f"ormol l'lalino solution w1.u1 u"od to 
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prevent c ontamination of the ova by microbiological 
organisms as the ova w ere incubated for at l east 6 weeks 
to e nsur e f'ul 1 maturity, 
To each mouse 1 ,ooo e mbryona ted ova were fed directly 
into the stom ac h by means of' a syringe and pl a stic tube. 
Four days later the mou::1 e was killed. The 1.ive r, 1.ung 
and brain wer e obtained and suspended in 50 ml wat e r, 
Eac h organ was plac e d i n a Baermann apparatus f'or separa-
tiou of' th e larvae , Of the T,canis larvae obtaine d by 
this technique, fiv e w e r e put in each of six bijou bottles 
containing 2 ml of normal saline . To each bottl e 24 hours 
'l''' incub ated - p labelled E.col.:i bacteria we re added (about 
10 u as es timat e d by haemocytomet e r me thod), 
The bottl es were divided into thre e pairs, a pair to be 
u se d 011 each of thr ee successive days, The bottle s w ere 
incubated at room temperature, To wash the 1.arvae the 
COllL<,nts of' <c>ach bottl e were place d in a petri d:ish pl.ac e d 
under u di ssucting micro sc ope , 0,1 ml. was t a ken f'rom the 
di s h, plncrd on ll planchett e and tho radiation :in the 
mediu co11taining the larvlie c ount e d, Thu larvae wer e 
f~at h ured by meun s of cl curved e nd Pus teur pipette with as 
LitLJu flu i d as po ssibl e clnd were trllnl!lferred to cl l!lmall 
<lii,h c untuining 2 ml of' normal saline to dilut e the c on-
crmtruti o11 of' bt1cteriu gutherod up w:i th the larvae, This 
!<1111111 di,.h wu. s murk e d "first wal!lh", The 1.arvae were l oft 
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in the first wash for 15 minutes to rinse off, as far as 
poss ibl e , bacteria attac hed to their surfac e . The larvae 
were then g-..t the red up and transferred to another small 
di s h c ontaining 2 ml of normal saline marked "second wash" . 
Then after 15 minutes they wer e similarly transferred to 
the "third wash" that was a e;ain a small dish containing 
2 ml of normal saline). 
Aft e r 15 minutes the 5 larvae were picked up with 0 . 1 ml 
of the third wash saline and were placed on a planchette 
marked "larvae", and the radiation counted. From each 
wa sh O. 1 ml was taken on a planchette to count the radia-
tion in the washes. The radiation of each specimen was 
count e d ror one minute in a castle type scintillation 
c ount e r. Tl1e experiment was repeated 19 times with the 
mat e rial incubated for one day and two days, and 12 times 
for th a t incubated for thre e days. 
TI1n same experiment was carried out, but this time using 
59, h.! i s otope and tho larvae were incubated for 24 hours 
only. 
2 . 111 Vivo1 
I n thi rs e xperiment (/3 emitting) ,, P labelled bacteria 
wore initiully Ul"lod, a rurther technical problem urol!'le. 
l t Will"! nnt po •l!'dblo to count the radiation in the !"IU8-
l lflll 1t :lon of' the ontire orgun in the well type l!'lcintill11tion 
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counter, At the same time, smaller samples of 0,1 ml, 
physically acceptable on the planchette, could not give 
satisfactory evidence. Being such small fractions of the 
total 10 ml suspension, the radiation from such small 
sample s would have been negligible; consequently ( 'i 
emitting ) 59 Fe labelled bacteria wer e used to measure 
the radiation in th e whole organ suspension, Male T,O, 
s train mi ce were used in a weight range of 18-25 gm, 
Ex p, · r·im,,nt No,4 1 Using 2 P labelled bacteria 
Four mi ce were used in this e xperiment, Two of' these, 
I 1 and 1 2 , were ~he dually infected mice which had been 
f e d T,cunis embryonated eggs in addition to the labelled 
bacteria, The other two mic e , 1 and c 2 , were the con-
trol mi ce that had been f e d labell e d bacteria only, 
Each experiment took seven days, E . coli bacteria were 
incubated in two bijou bottles each containing 4 ml 1~ 
el u cosn broth with J 2 p and incubated at J7°C f'or 24 hours, 
IJay one 1 The bacteria were washed as described in 
f'! XJ>t>r:lm.,nt No, 1, The deposit of' bacteria was resuspended 
in 1,1 ml normal ~ulino , 0,1 ml of' this suspension was 
tnko n 011 u plttnchAtt e to count the radiation in the bacteria, 
Thu ro ~ t of the suspension ~as divided into 4 parts, i,e, 
0, 'J ml a part, A part was given to oach of the f'our 
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The suspension was Ced directly 
into the s tomachs by means of syringe and plastic tube. 
To dose t h e mi ce with more labelled bact eria , two more 
bij ou bottles of 1~ glucose broth plus 32 P were inoculated 
with E . co li and incubated at 37°c for 24 hours to be 
labelled a nd then fed to the four mice on rtay two. 
Day t wo: The same procedures were followed as on day 
one . Two more bijou bottles were used to cultivate 
E . coli wi th 'j:! P. The c ultures were to be f e d to the 
mice o n day three . 
Day thrPe: The bacteria that were incubated on day two 
wero WilShed and thon fed to the four mic e as in the first 
two d uys . The two mi ce 1 1 
and 1 2 we r e f e d 1,000 embryon-
ated ova of T. cani s each directly into the stomach. The 
two c ontrol mi ce , c 1 and c 2 , did not receive ova. 
!Jay sevou I i .e. Four days after t h e infected mic e I 1 
und 1
2 
received the ova, the mic e were killed . The 
li vors u nd brain s were obtaine d. Each of the ee organs 
wa ~ e mul sified in 10 ml of water. 0.1 ml sample was 
takrin f'rom ouch e mulsion, placed on a planchette to 
mPu s urn th., rnd iation in each orgun. Tho emulsions of 
tho infoctod mi co , 1
1 
und 1 2 , we re dilut e d by adding 50 
111 1 of wutor to ouc h organ emulsion und by u si n g Auermunn 
toch11iquo i t wn " possible to detect the T. cani.s lurv1u, • 
fro m ""ch e mul si on ~ larvae were placed on 11 planchett 
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to count the radiation . 
ExperimP-nt No.5 : Using 59 ~'e 1abelled bacteria 
Th e s ame methods were used as in experiment No . l1, but 
59 Fe isotope was employed to 1abel the bacteria. The 
u se of the f emitter isotope made it possible to measure 
the ra<liation in the whol e 10 ml of the organ's suspen-
sion inst e ad of' 0.1 ml specimen as in using the ,B 
emitt e r } 2 p in the previous experiment. In this experi-
me nt th e lung s were also obtaine d in addition to the 
liver s and brains. 
C . The ability of the T.canis larvae to disseminate 
tlw labelled bacteria 
The purpose of' this expurirnen t was to determine whether 
tlu, larvae cultivated 1,1ith l a belled bacteria in vitro 
could transmit the bacteria when fed to mice. Thus it 
1,1 as thr, c ontinuation of expe riment No.J, but 59 i, e was 
U8ed in~t e ud of 12 p to label the bacteria as the initial 
ux pnrimcnt s with J :? p posed the technical problem previous-
ly i, xpluined. 
Exl!,!irimnnt No. 6 1 
ll11y 0110 1 A mousf'I marked "A" was fed 2,000 T.canJs 
1>1t1hryu11ut!nd ova directly into the stomach by mnans of' u 
1ty ri11F,r, nnd plastic tube, 
Dav three: Two bijou bottl.es of 1% gl.ucose broth and 
p Q.i of > Fe were inoculated with E.coli bacteria and 
incubated at J7°C for 24 hours. 
Da y four: Mouse "A" was kil.l.ed and the l.arvae were 
obta ine d from the lung, liver and brain by using Baermann 
t echnique. 'fl1 e bacteria in the two bijou bottl.es were 
washed a s described in experiment No.2. The radiation in 
the ba c t e ria was measured for one minute with the well 
type sc intal.lation counter. The larvae obtained from 
mou s e "A" w e re put into a bijou bottle of 2 ml normal. 
s ali11e, the labelled bacteria were added and the bottle 
wa s incubated at room temperature for 24 hours. 
Day five: The larvae were wash.,d by using the same 
me thod s d e scribed in experiment No.J, then the l.arvae 
wor e fi,d 11irectly into the stomach of a mouse marked "B". 
Day ton; Mouse "B" was kil.led. The liver, lungs and 
brui11 wo r u obtained a nd each organ was emulsified in 10 
rnl of wutor then tho rudiution wus mea,.ured in the well 
typu sc tntillatiun counter. Each organ•,. emulsion was 
put i11 a 1!110 rmunn apparatus for the detection of llirVlieo 
~- j V 1! lurvu o wHro taken from each emulsion placed on a 
1>l1111 c h11tto untl radiation wtH!I counted. Tho radiation 
c ou11t timo wa!'I 1111" 111i1111tn for each specimen. The larvae 
obtained from each organ we r e counted. 
The experiment was repeated nine times using various 
numbers of larvae ; J2 - 1, 2.50 larvae we re used. In 
seven of these ex p erime nt s 0 . 5 ml of blood was obtained 
and placed on a planchette to determine whether there 
was any effect due to the larvae labelled by the E . coli 
bacteria. 
The ~ame exper iment s wer e carri e d out using J20 and J70 
T. ca ni s larvae, but 'J:! p was e mploye d instead of 5 Fe. 
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RESULTS 
FYpP.riment No. 1 32 P (,. emitter) for labelling the bacteria 
For four successive days four dupli cate experiments were 
carried out for labelling the E.coli bacteria with the 
'32 (~ emitter) P. In each of the se experiments the dose 
of the radioactive isotope was increased to discover 
whetl1er tl1e ba c teria were able to accept the isotope, and 
if so, to determine the period of incubation and the dose 
of J2 p that would lead to better labelling. The results 
are s ummarized briefly and are simplified in Table 1. 
The Tah l e ,. how,. the period of incubation in days and the 
radiatio n counted in 0.1 ml of the broth that contain the 
isotope, and the E.coli bacteria had O.S ml of 0,5% formal 
soJ11ti01 1 a<ldl'd t,o kill the hucteria, TI1e Table shows the 
radiation counted in 0, 1 ml of the 2 ml third wash saline 
an,l not the radiation in the first and second washes, The 
radiation in thel'le two washes were estimated to evaluate 
thr, proc o,os or washing and they showed that most or the 
isotop" wus washed away in the first washing, then the 
second und third wnl'lhings were just to remove trac,,s of' 
thn i!u,top.,, bringing thf'l radiation count in the 0, 1 ml or 
tho third Wlil'lh down to about the value or the background, 
For t.hi s ro 11 ,. 0 n thoro was no nf'led to wash tho bacteria more 
thun thr,,., time,., 
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On th e first day of incubation the mean amount of radiation 
in 0.1 ml broth culture was 1071 count/minute, while the 
mea n a mount or radiation in O. 1 ml third wash supernatant 
was 2 c ount / minute only. 
was 2 6 J 0 c ount / minute. 
The mean count in the bacteria 
This gave clear indications that 
the b acte ria we re able to take the isotope and that the 
pro cess of washing was suc cessrul. On the second day or 
inc ubation th e mean amount of radiation in 0.1 ml third 
wash s upe rnatant wa,. 2 count / minute, while the me an amount 
o f r ad i a tion in O. 1 ml broth was 1117 count/minute. The 
m,~an amount of radiation in the bact.eria that were resus-
pe nd,.d in 0. 1 ml saline was 2 )07 count / minut e . On the 
third day the mean amount or radiation in O. 1 ml broth 
cul turc wa s 1072 count/minute, while the mean radiation 
in o. 1 1111 third wash supernatant was one count/minute only, 
and tl1 c ba c teria were able to take a mean or 176 0 count/ 
minute. On the fourth day or incubation the mean amount 
of radiation in tho broth was 1127 count/minute and the 
me an in 0.1 ml third wash ,.upernatant was one count/minute 
only, und thu bacteria -were able to take 1357 count/minute. 
Th e result s sho-w that the E.coli is able to ac c ept higher 
tlo soH or '32 p in the f'irst day and thi!t acceptanc e decrease!t 
tl11ri11 e; longer periods of incubation. The umount or 
rwliut i on in the bucteriu is much higher than that in the 
to ta l voJunw or the third wash, which could be c alculated 
by multiplying the radiation counted in O. 1 ml by the 2 
ml volume of the third wash solution. 
There is c lear eviden ce that the E.coli bacteria were 
l a b e ll e d with ·i 2 P in a 11 thn periods or incubation in 
all doses of the isotope to s uch a degree that it is 
obviou s without a signi f'ican ce test . 
Experi me nt No.2 The u se of 
51 cr and 59Fe ( ~ emitters) 
for labelling the bacteria 
Th e r ns11 I t s of the e xperiments with the ( ~ emitters) 
5 1cr and 59 F., are summarized and are shown in Tables 2 
5J 
and '.J respectively. The Tables show the radiation counted 
in O. 1 ml of the third wash solution and compared to the 
radiation count in the E.coli bacteria resuspended in 0.1 
ml sa I ine. 
As t h esn radioactive isotopes are ~ emitters, it was 
possi ble to meusure the radiation in the total volume 
of thn c ultures and tho three washes. The radiation 
meu s urml in the total volumes of' the third wash were 
mu ch l e,is than the radiution in the bact e ria . The radia-
ti 0 11 j II thn fi ret umt ,.econd wushes are not shown in the 
Tut,[.., ,.. hncuu se they wer e done ,1ust to evHluate the process 
of wa,.hint~, ullll us in th e case of 12 P it was pos,..ible to 
r;nt rJd or most of the isotopes in the first wush • Th o 
mean amount of' radiation in 0, 1 ml of' the third wash 
s upe rnatant wa s one count/minute, which is much smaller 
than the mean amount or r a diation in the bacteria (28J. 62 
count / minut e ) that were resuspended in 0,1 ml saline. 
In t h e e xperiments with 51 cr the bacteria were inc ubated 
for ei~ht days b ecau se the results f'or the rir s t rour 
days s how e d that th e i sot ope had a g reater chanc e to 
adhere to the bacteria wi t h longer periods or exposure, 
as show n in Tabl e 2 . The radiation in the E.coli was 
less al'tf~r th e f'irth day of' incubation, Although there 
wa s c l ea r e videnc e that the bacteria were accepting the 
5 1cr , tile amount of' radiation was not high as in the case 
of 59 Fo, where the radiation in the bacteria was very 
hi g h. For thi s r eas on the 'i emitter 59Fe was used in the 
further ex periments. 
The a mount ot· rudiation in the E.coli bacteria takes tht• 
same put tern as with 32 p and bigger amounts or the isotope 
we r e incorporated in the bacteria in the f'irst day, af'ter 
whi c h it d ecrea,rnl!I (Tabl e '}). The radiation in the third 
wiu,h :l,s h:lp;hor thun thut in the case of' 
32
P. Thi s mi g ht be 
ex p! •ti111,d by th e high umount of' radiation in the background 
(uround l100 count / minut e ) in the 59 Fe e xper iment, whil e it 
J ~ 
wn,i uro1111d 10 count/minute in the P ex puriments • On tht1 
fir,.t duy of' incubation tho mean radiation c ount in 0.1 
n,1 third wu .. h wu i, 14 c ount/minut e while tho meun umount 
.5.5 
of radiation in the bact e ria was 12,446 count/minute. 
The me a n amount or radiation in 0. 1 ml or the third wash 
supern atant on the sec ond day was 1J count/minute, while 
in the bacteria it was 7,J96 count/minut e . With longer 
periods of incubation the radia t ion in the bacteria was 
gradually decreasing, so that on the sixth day of incu-
batio n ttw amount of radiation was 2,086 c ount / minut e ; 
whil e i11 0.1 ml of the third wash it wa s 10 count / minute. 
Experiment No.J The a bility of the T . canis larvae to 
~nrry ~hP labelled bacteria (in vitro) 
In this experime nt attemp ts were made to discover whether 
the larvae, can carry the labe lled bacteria. This was done 
by measuring th e radiation in I. canis larvae exposed to 
·12 
P Labe ll ed bacteria, and then washed to get rid of the 
i5ot opo in th e c ulture and in the washing solution. 
Group s of five larvae in c ubated with 32 P labelled bact e ria 
for onn day, two days and three days, were washed three 
timP.s with saline. The radiation in five larvae was com-
pured with the ruciiution in 0.1 ml of the third wash. 
The rn'4 11 l ts ar" Mummur ized und ar e shown in Tables 11, .5 
and 6 . 
11,,, Ta b) .,,. ,,. how the radiation measured in 0.1 rnl or the 
llli,diu co ntHininp,- the lt1bo llod E.coli plus the five larvae 
1111 <1 o . 1 ml of nach wu s h to evaluate tho process of washing. 
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Table 2 . 
RADIATION COUNT IN TI-IE THIRD WASH AND E.COLI 
BACTERIA AFTER INCUBATION WITH 51cr 
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Incubation Radia ti on count in Radiation in bacteria resus-
period o. 1 1111 third wa s h pend e d in 0. 1 ml saline 
One Day 1 5 1 
Two Days 1 J68 
Three Days 1 J80 
Fo ur Days 1 282 
Five Days 1 4J2 
Six Day s 1 285 
Seve u Day s 1 280 
Eight Day 1:1 1 191 
TOTAL 8 2269 
MEAN 1 2BJ. 62 
Tabl e J, 
RADIATION COUNT IN THE THIRD WASH AND E.COLI 
BACTERIA AFTER INCUBATION WITH 59Fe 
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I n c uba tion Radiation count in Radiation in bacteria s us-
period 0.1 ml third wash pended in o. 1 ml saline 
On e d a y I 12,446 
Two d ays 1 J 7,J96 
Thre e d a y s 5 2,918 
Four ch1y " 6 2, 6 42 
Fiv e d a y s 8 2, 18J 
Si x d a y s 10 2,086 
TOTAL St> 2 9, 6 71 
MEAN 9,JJ 4, 91, 5. 16 
It is clear that it wa s possible to get rid of mo s t of 
the b acteria by the first wash; and by the third wash it 
was possible to r eac h a l e v e l of v e ry small amounts of 
radiation. After 24 hours of incubation the mean amount 
of radiatio n in 0, 1 ml of th e first wash was 35,8 count/ 
minute and the mean in 0,1 ml in the second wash was 15.7 
count / minute, whil e in 0, 1 ml of the third wash it was only 
4 . 6 count / minute. The mean amount of radiation in the 
l arvae was 12 .4 c ount / minut e , On the second day of incu-
bation the mean amount of rartiation counted in O . 1 ml or 
the f' irst wa,:ih wa s 85 c ount / minute and in O. 1 of the second 
,-·ash wus 20,2 count/minute and only 5 count/ minute in O, 1 
ml of the third wash. The mea n amount of radiation in the 
larvae wa s 1 2 . '.l c ount / minute. Arter 72 hours of incubation 
th e mea r, umount of radiation counted in O. 1 ml of the first 
wash was 55 .ln count/minute and in 0.1 ml of the second wash 
was 2/1.')8 crn ■1t /111inute, whil e in the third wash it was 4. 5 
count / minut u . 
C OIIII t/m i 1111 t" • 
TI1 e mean rwliation in the larvae was 12.50 
St11t.i :1 ti c11 lly thu probabil i ty rur ouch of tho three O!!Uccess-
lv., duy,. of i ncubation is lol'IS than 0 , 01 (p < 0,01) which 
meu11:1 t hat thn rul'lul t"" are highly significant• 
ThiN i1 111~1~., 8 t n <l thut tho lnrvu o woro abl" to curry tho 1•,.coli 
The, Jurv uc, wore le al'I active in the aec· und and 
thJrcl d11y .. or incuhution l!I, Attempt s wor e mud o tu incubate 
NWDber of 
xperiment 
2 
J 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TOTAL 
MEAN 
RA.DIA TI o:-. I~ FI\' . CASIS LARVAE AFTER 24 HOUR S INCUUATION \l"I T II E . COLl OA CTERl 
LABELLED WITH J J p 
0 .1 ml media containing O. 1 ml. first I 0 . 1 ml s e cond I 0 . I ml third I Five larvae suspended 
labelled bacteria ~ash was h wash in 0 . 1 ml salin 
J04 2 
I 718 44 20 I 14 I 
lJ 
I 2J'.) 16 9 I 5 22 
454 I JO I 12 I 0 I 7 
I 349 17 I 7 87J 66 I Jl I 2 I 21 
I 699 4J 2.5 9 .5 675 36 15 2 15 
I 717 67 J I 8 
I 290 11 6 4 
I 
1J 
I 5) 12 I J58 157 46 124 
I 53 1. 20 I J5 .80 15 . 70 4 . 60 I 
12 . 40 
O'\ 
0 
Tabl 
RADIATIO:. 1.:,, rn·c T . CAJ.\JS LAJH' 
Sumber of 0 . 1 ml m~dia containing ! 0 . 1 ml fir st 
xperiment labell ed E. coli wash 
I 
J9 8 
2 ! 6 2 6 
J ! 11 48 J26 
I 
4 I '.)J52 JOJ 
5 I 5 19 I 2J 
45 1 20 
7 I 684 49 
7JO SJ 
9 I 7 10 4J 
10 I 7 18 I 19 
-
TOTAL I 84 1J 850 
MEA.~ I 841. JO 85.00 
IIOURS I!\ClIBATIO'\ II ITII E . CO LI 13AC1 UUA 
Wl'TII J 2 p 
0 . 1 ml second 0 , I ml third .. ~~ . ~ Mion in 
suspe nd ed in 
"ash i. ash salin 
J 
20 
I 
2 
47 6 I 11 
15 I 4 I 7 
24 
JO 8 
I 
7 
25 J 10 
10 4 8 
202 50 I 12J 
20.20 5.00 I 12.JO 
I 
()\ 
Table o . 
T . C~ BATION ...,ITII E . COLI BACTERIA 
Xumber of 10 .1 media containing jo .1 ml first 0 . I ml second I 0 . 1 ml third Radiation in 5 larva 
wash wash suspended in 0 .1 ml xperiment labelled E . coli wash 
saline 
2 1 7 2 2 12 
2 JS 21 9 7 
J 2169 118 J2 6 
4 1J46 74 50 I'.) 14 
5 1004 J7 22 2 5 
6 959 48 28 1 17 
1901 98 17 '.) 1J 
508 41 20 J 15 
9 1209 66 27 6 17 
10 619 72 
I 
41 5 14 
11 268 21 12 '.) IJ 
12 648 62 I J5 J 8 
TOTAL ! 1o687 I 66 5 295 54 I 150 
MEAN I 890 . 58 I 55 . 41 24 .58 4.50 12. 5o 
O'I 
II) 
6 J 
the larvae for longer periods, but all five larvae were 
dead aft e r four day s of incubation, This means that radia-
tion in the groups of larvae were around the same for the 
diff e r e nt days of incubat ion, which means that the larvae 
probably c arry the same amount of bacteria whethe r the 
incubations were for one, two or thre e days. For these 
reaso n s th e larvae us e d in continuing further ex periments 
wer e incubated for one day only. 
Th e same method"' were followed in the e xperiment with 59 Fe 
and t l w group s of larvae were incubated for one day only 
(Table 8 ). The mean of radiation in the five larvae (10,71 
count / minut e ) is about four times more than that or 0.1 ml 
third was h ( 2 .8 5 c01ml / minute). Statistically there are 
signif i cant differences b e tween the third wash and the larvae 
with p .it 0.05. The mean of' radiation in the larvae are l e ss 
than that for the 'l2 P ex perime nts. 
Expe riment No.4 1 The ubility of larvae to di,.,.eminate the 
32 P labelled bacteria in the body of mice 
In Vivo: 
Both tho i111'rctod und control mice w e re given the same do se 
0 1' 2 11 hour l'I laht!lled E.coli bacteria orally. Each mouse 
r1!CP iVi,d u\Jout 1,000 o mbryonutod uvu of T,c .. nis, The in-
l'r,c t ed mi en woro killed four day" uf'tor having r eceived th e 
0 vu 1111<1 th .. control mic o wore kill o d at tho sumo t:lm e . 0.1 
ml ''" '"'Plus wnre tukon t·rom e u t1 peneion" of tho liver lind 
brai n of each mous e to see whether the larvae had some 
eff ect on the tran s mi ssion of the labelled bacteria from 
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the intest ine to these organs. The result s are simplified 
in Ta ble 7 . The mean amount of radiation in 0.1 ml of the 
livers s u spensions of the dually infected mice wa s 9 . 2 1 
cou n t / minu t e which is higher than that of 0.1 ml obtained 
from the livers s u spe n sions of th e control mic e (4.91 
coun t / minute). Th e me a n amount of radiation in 0.1 ml of 
the> brains s uspensions of th e dually infected mi ce was 4.91 
coun t / minu te, whil e the mc, a n ror O. 1 ml of th e c ontrol group 
was 2.78 c ount / minut e . 
The radiatio n in both th e liver a nd brain is hi g h er in the 
mi cP that recPiVt>d th e ova than in th e control mic e and 
statis ti cal ly highly ,;ignil'icant. For the liver p < 0.02 
> 0.01 a nd for the brain p < 0.01. In this ex perime nt in 
spi.t r of the statistica l significance between the two groups 
of mi ce , it was clear that u valid c onclusion c ould not b e 
reacll<,d c oncernine the role of T. cuni s ova in the d issemina-
tion of' b ac t r.ria clu e to the smnll volume of the s mnpl e . For 
thi R rea,u, n the 'X emitter 59 Fe was u sed in further ex p eriment s. 
F:xpr,ri numt No.5 1 
'i9 Tiu• u se of Fe• l11bullod bac1nrlu 
Thn ll Ro of tilt> t e mi tter '>9 Fo mad e it ea8 i er to measur e 
tit., r· a1 1l1:1tiou tn th t! whol e "u"pon,.ion" of th0 liver 11nd 
h r11i u. 111 t hi s ux porimnn t tho rnd iut.i on i n tho lun g WR l!!I 
ul l!l o co11nt o1 l to obtain mor e uccurut o informution of tho 
distribution of the labelled E.coli in both infected and 
cont r ol mi c e. The results, summarized in Table 9, show the 
rad i ation in these three organs in the two groups of mice. 
In the livers the mean amount of radiation was 463.25 
c oun t / minut e for the dually infe c ted group, while it was 
189, 9 3 c ount / minute for the control group. In the lungs 
the mean amount of radiation for the dually infected group 
was 1 52 . SR c ount/minute, while it was 52. 8J count/ minute 
~r th e c ontrol group. In the brain the mean amount of 
rudi ut iun wa s 40.7 5 count / minute for the dually infected 
mi ce and 16 .JI cuunt / minute for the control group. 
For both ti, .. liver and brain there are highly statistically 
sie;nifi c ant differenc e s and p < 0.01. For the lung p < 0.05, 
which might he due to the smaller number of samples. The 
r esult s s how e d that the T.canis larvae played a big role in 
lh l' di :u, rminution of the E.coli bacteria to the thI'ee organs 
o f mi ce . The radiation in the infected mic e was about three 
time" r;r e atcr thun thut in the control. 
Fi vr I nrv aP wt>rA obtained from euch organ to discover wh,•ther 
tlH, y w1•rt1 uhlc to carry some labelled bacteria, The results 
ur r> '4 impl i f'ied u111I uro l'lhown in Table 10. The larvae had 
oht 11 l11 o d t.1 11 , !HtlllP 11 mount or rudiution rrom tho intestine of 
mi en H K rrom tho in vitro l!!IU1tpension. The me1tns or radiation 
111 thi, r;ro 11 p,. 0 1· 1·1v,• lnrvaA obtained Crom the liver, lung 
111111 lit·u ln of ,nice woro 8.25 count/minute, R.12 count/minute 
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Table 7. 
HADIATION IN THE LIVER AND BRAIN OF MICE TO WHICH HAD 
BEEN ADMINISTERED FIRST J 2 p LABELLED E. COLI BACTERIA 
AND SECOND 1 ,OOO T. CANIS OVA 
Number of' Inf'ected mi ce Control mice 
e xperiment 
0. 1 ml liver 0.1 ml brain 0. 1 ml liver o. 1 
J 7 4 
2 1 6 2 
J 5 0 
4 J 1 2 
5 4 J 0 
6 5 J 0 
7 J 4 0 
8 0 2 
9 2 0 
10 2 4 1 
11 0 0 1 
12 J 2 1 
1J 1 J.i 7 1 5 
14 J.i 1 1 5 10 
15 18 12 9 
16 1 1 2 1 5 
17 6 0 1 
18 1 2 0 4 
19 6 7 lJ 
20 11 2 4 
2 1 25 8 14 
22 26 8 15 
2'} 26 8 lJ 
21, 15 12 5 
2 5 6 8 2 
26 16 7 15 
27 20 9 J 
2 8 5 7 0 
2') 2 J J 
'JO 2 1 2 
'J I 7 8 2 
J2 0 1 
' JJ 4 5 2 
TOTAL )dl1 162 162 
MEAN ~) . 2 1 4,91 4,91 
ml brairi 
0 
2 
2 
J 
0 
0 
J 
1 
2 
2 
0 
2 
11 
10 
1 
2 
1 
0 
li 
0 
8 
J 
4 
0 
2 
6 
5 
5 
4 
0 
J 
J 
J 
92 
2.78 
Table 8. 
HADIATION IN FIVE LARVAE AND IN THIRD WASH 
AFTER 24 HOURS INCUBATION WITH 59Fe 
No . of Larvae Third wash 
ex periment 
1 15 02 
2 12 12 
J 05 00 
I 21 02 
5 lJ 02 
6 05 00 
7 l♦ 02 
TOTAL 75 20 
MEAN 10. 71 2. H,5 
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and 8 . 5 c ount / minute r es p ec tive ly. The means of r a diation 
in t h e g roup s or riv e larvae incubated in vitro with 
l abe ll ed b ac t e ria we r e be t we en 10.71 - 12.5 count / minut e . 
The mea n o f' radiation in the fiv e larvae incubated in vitro 
i s th e c ount in the l a rvae plu s the count in 0. 1 ml third 
wa sh s o lut i on. Th e means of the radiation in O. 1 ml third 
wash s o lution were between 2 . 85 - 5 .0 count s/minute. So 
the ac tua l r a d i ation obtained by the larvae is the same in 
vitro a n d in vivo. 
Expe ri me n t No . 6 The ability of larvae exposed to labelled 
ba c t e ri a in vitro to disseminate them to 
the tissues of mice 
I n thi s e x p er iment the T . canis larvae were incubated with 
59 Fe l a b e ll e d E.coli in bijou bottles for 24 hours, then fed 
to lh f' mi ce . The radiation in the larvae was estimated by 
measur i n g the c ount in five larvae to be sure that they were 
lab e ll e d. Various numbers of larvae were used (J2 - 1,250). 
The mi cP w<'re killed riv e days after they re c eiv e d the larvae• 
Thn l i v or , lung and brain and O. 5 ml blood were used for 
Co1111t i n t~ the radiution that wus compared with the background 
in th e ,,n 1rroumiing air. The means of radiation counted per 
rni1111 t n wnro , from live r 4.44, lung 8, brain 2 and blood 10.16 
( Ta h I " t t ) • Thi s umount is s mall c ompared with the umount 
or ra tl i11ti u11 obttt i n e tl f'rom expe riment No.5, (liver 463,25, 
lt111~ ~ l 'j 2 . 'jH 11 11d hrain 1,0.7 5 c ount s /minut e ). 
I 
I 
' 
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Table 9 • 
RADIATION IN THE LIVER, LUNG AND BRAIN EMULSIONS OF 
INFECTED AND CONTROL MICE AFTER J - 5 DAYS INFECTION 
WITH 1,000 T.CANIS OVA AND SUSPENSION OF 59Fe 
LABELLED E.COLI BACTERIA 
Number of' Inf'ected Control 
exper iment with ova and bact e ria with bacteria only 
Liver Lung Brain Liver Lung Brain 
1 920 - 9 6 6 8 - 6 
2 2 6 4 
-
41 6 4 
-
17 
J 184 82 59 18) 52 47 
4 92 6 J 4 J5 1 1 1 
5 1208 1 J 1 42 55 4J J 
6 479 148 41 2J8 54 21 
7 4 6 - 26 J68 - 5 
8 194 - 4 6 75 - 62 
9 184 97 14 1 JJ 27 lJ 
10 1 1 8 47 1J 109 2 4 
11 1209 184 84 442 15 28 
12 J78 449 25 2JO 287 5 
1J 199 75 JO 164 44 5 
14 '.399 15 6 7 181 12 18 
1 5 810 256 14 '.395 72 2 
16 728 284 50 299 15 24 
TOTAL 7412 1 BJ 1 652 JO'.l9 6'.34 26 1 
Mr:AN 46 '.). 25 152. 58 40.75 189 .9 :J 52 ,BJ lo . '.J 1 
Table 10. 
I 
I 
I 
' 
RADIATION IN FIVE LARVAE OBTAINED (IN VIVO) 
FROM THE ORGANS OF MICE FED WITH 59Fe 
LABELLED E.COLI BACTERIA 
Number or Liver Lun g Brain 
expe ri rn e u t 
1 9 7 8 
2 J 9 8 
J 10 9 4 
4 10 10 1J 
5 7 7 10 
6 l J 9 11 
7 8 5 10 
8 6 9 4 
TOTAL 66 65 68 
Ml::AN 8 .25 8. 12 8.50 
I 
I 
The se r e sults could be expl.ained by the smal.l. number of 
larva e obtained f'rom the organs of mice (Tabl.e 12). 
Only a s mall percentage of 1.arvae were able to reach the 
mi ce o r g ans. Out of J,)82 larvae f e d to the ni.ne mi ce , 
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only 259 larvae wer e obtained from the organs of corpses. 
The average number of larvae obtained from the livers 
was 4. 67, from th e lungs 15.78 and from the brains 8.JJ. 
~o mi ce were given J20 and )70 T.canis larvae incubated 
wit h 32 P (Table 1.!t). TI~ same methods were fol.lowed as in 
th e e x periments with 59Fe. The results are no t much 
diffe r e nt from the 59 Fe experiments . 
C' Ull / 1r1i11u t 1• Ill Lh L i r (l. ), lun 
blood (2) ar e neglie;ible. :Ln t.h 
The means of radiation 
( 2 ), br 
t__T~I..,_) 
mic 1' h 
n (I. 5) nd 
p r n ng 
of l a rva e obtained :from the liver, lung and brain were 
3 , )2 , 2 . '.} 2 and 2 .17 respectivel.y. 
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Tabl e 11. 
RADIATION IN DIFFERENT ORGANS OF MICE FIVE DAYS 
AFTER RECEIVING 32 - 1250 T,CANIS LARVAE 
I NCUBATED WITH 5 9fe LABELLED BACTERIA 
I I Number or No.or larvae Live r Lung Brain 0,5 ml blood 
experimen t 
1 32 J 9 I 1 No sample 
2 1, 5 4 8 0 No sampl e 
J 100 2 10 4 No sample 
4 200 5 7 4 10 
5 2 50 
I 
1 1 14 0 4 
6 2 50 5 0 5 JJ 
7 J 55 6 16 2 1 1 
8 9 00 4 2 0 2 
9 12 50 0 I 6 0 1 
~ I I 
TOTAL 40 I 72 16 6 1 
MEAN ,~ .44 s.oo 2 .00 10 . 1 
Tabl e 12 • 
No. or 
expe ri-
menta l 
mOUS(' 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TOTAL 
Meuri 
NUMBER OF LARVAE COLLECTED FROM DIFFERENT ORGANS 
OF MICE FIVE DAYS AFTER GIVING VARIOUS NUMBERS OF 
59Fe LABELLED LARVAE TO MICE 
No . or larvae collected 
r l r J d 
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Liv e r Lung Brain 
J2 9 J 1 1 
1, 5 0 6 J 
100 1 16 5 
200 0 5 J 
250 9 6 7 
250 0 5 5 
355 0 5 7 
900 10 42 16 
1250 l J 4 18 
JJ82 42 14 ., 75 
375 . 77 4. 67 15 . 78 8 , JJ 
Pur e e n tu.go 1 ,2/1 4 . 20 2 . 2 1 
Tab_le l :J. 
RADIATION DI Dif' 
~umbe r or larv 
received by mi c 
320 
370 
Table 14, 
Radiation in 
O. 1 ml Liver 
3 
0 
' IICE J-',J- VE 
'-' I1 II J- P 
Radiation i n 
0 . 1 ml Lun 
J 
Radiation in 
0 , 1 ml. Brain 
2 
J20 ANO 
Radiation in 
O. 1 ml Blood 
0 
NUMBER OF LARVAE COLLECTED FROM DIFFERENT ORGANS OF TWO MICE FIVE DAYS 
AITER RECEIVING 320 AND J70 LARVAE INCUBATED WITH J 2 p LABELLED BACTERIA 
' 
Number of larvae Numbe r or larvae coll ected 
received by mice 
Liver Lung Brain 
320 8 6 7 
J70 15 10 8 
--.J 
l:" 
Further experimental work on the ability of Toxocara 
canis larvae to carry and disseminate E.coli bacilli 
in vitro and in vivo. 
These experiments were carried out to ascertain the 
ver acity of the results obtained from the previous 
work in which radioactive isotopes ( 32p and 59 Fe) 
wer e us e d to label the E. coli. In the current work 
the bac teria were detected by bacteriological and 
serological methods instead of counting the radiation 
f rom t hem after labelling. 
stra in No. 8196 was used. 
The non-pathogenic E. Coli 
The larvae were exposgd to 
the b acteria in bijou bottles and incubated then 
sta ine d with Gram stain after having been washed 
three times with sterile saline. 
The Gram stain was preferable to the fluorescent 
stain because of the fact that in order to get rid of 
the a utofluorescence, i.e. pepsin digestion would get 
ri d o f the bacteria. In vivo the aim of the 
exper iment was to collect evidence indicating whether 
t he l a rvae were able to carry the E. coli to the organs 
of t h e mic e whether the bacteria were coming from the 
test t ubes or the intestine, For this reason a 
group of control mice fed on larvae that were not 
exposed to the bacteria was not included; but when the 
bacteria were isolated from the majority of the dually 
infected mice, efforts were made to determine whether 
they were carried by the larvae from the test tubes or 
the intestine. 
The bacteria wer e isolated from the organs of mice three 
days after the animals were fed T,canis larvae that had 
been exposed to E.coli in bijou bottles. Two groups of 
10 mice each were included in the experiment as controls. 
In the first control group each mouse was fed 0,1 ml 
suspens ion of E.coli broth culture, A group of 10 
normal mice was also included in the experiment. The 
contro l mice were also killed and the same methods were 
appli ed to isolate bacterial growth from the organs. 
When Gram negative lactose fermenter bacilli were 
isolated from any organ, serological tests were carried 
out to f ind whether the bacteria were of the same 
stra in (No,8196) of E.coli that the larvae were exposed 
to in the bijou bottles. Aseptic precautions were 
f ollowed to avoid contamination, 
Materials and Methods 
Experiment No.7 
I, In Vitro: 
S tock K.coli cuiture (strain no. 8196) on nutri e nt agar 
\<er e inocul a terl to 4 ml nutri e nt broth contained in a 
bijou bottle and we r e incubat ed at 37°c. Af't e r 24 hours 
about 1, 000 T.canis larvae were added to the bac teria 
in til e bij ou bottl e . The bottl e was incubat e d at room 
temperature f'or 2 4 hour s . The larvae then we r e picked 
up by a bent Past e ur pipett e . The y were washed three 
time s wit h steril e sa line as described in the radio-
activ e isotopes ., xperime nts. The larvae we r e suspended 
in s t e ri l e sa line then were f'ixed with 10% formalin and 
put 011 s lides. Th e slides were f'ixed by heat and were 
staine d with Gram stain method as follows1 
1. Aniline ge ntian violet f'or 2-J minut es . Five 
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gr.un s of' gentian violet we re ground in 10 ml 
u b s olut e alcohol in a mortar und 88 ml of' distil1ed 
water with 2 ml aniline we re udd e d. 
/!;round until the sta in was di!!lsolved. 
Then they were 
The mixture 
wus allowed to stand b e f'or A it was f'ilter e d. 
2 . Hit1 :-1P.d in running wttt er ror 2 minute s . 
'.l, Urilm' s iodine l'!lolution f'or 2- J minut es . Iodine 1 
1~ r11m, pota sl'!l ium iodide 2 grum s with JOO ml distilled 
water. 
4. Rinsed in running water for JO seconds. 
5 . Dec olourised with absolute ethyl alcohol until 
no more colour came away, 
6. Count erstained with safranin , 
with 2 00 ml wat e r. 
Saf'ranin 1 gram 
7, Rins e d in running water and dr~ed. 
A Gram s tained smear was obtained from the second wash 
to det ec t the Gram nega tiv e bacilli that the larvae were 
exposed to in the bijou bottl e , At the same time sub-
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culture on nutri e nt broth was obtained from the second 
wash s upernatant and wa s incubated at 37 C for 24 hours, 
The ba c t e ria g rown in the nutrient broth were plated to 
McConkeys media that we re incubated at 37 C for 24 hours, 
Gram stained smears were obtained from the McConkey's 
plate, When Gram negativ e lactose fermenter bacilli 
were iso lated, a single colony was inoculated to agar 
s lope u nd incubated at 37°c, Serological and biochemical 
(API) tests wer e then carried out on the bacilli to find out 
wh e ther the y we re o.f the s train of' E , coli used in the begin-
ning of the e xperime nt. 
ex periment number 8, 
These t es ts are described in 
Eitperiaent No. 8 
In Vivo1 
Throo group s of' ten mice were used in this experiment• 
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The first group was fed larvae that were exposed to 
E. co li. A control group was fed bacilli only. A 
sec o nd control group of 10 normal mic e was also in-
c l ud e d in the e xpe rime nt •. The same non-pathoge nic E . coli 
( s train number 8 19 6 ) was inoculat e d into 4 ml nutrient 
broth contained i n a bijou bottle and incubated at 37° c 
for 2 4 hours. About 5 ,000 T. canis larvae were then 
added to the culture and the bijou bottle was incubated 
at roo m tempe rature for 24 hours. The larvae picke d up 
by bent Pasteur pipet t e were washed three times with 
s t e rile saline as d escribed before . The n the larvae 
"1 e re s uspe nded in O. 5 ml sterile saline and f e d to a 
mou se directly into the stomach by means of a syringe 
and pla s tic tub e . Three days later the mous e was killed. 
The live r, lungs and brain were obtained. The l e ft 
lobes of the lung were emulsified in a sterile tissue 
g ri nd er with 2 ml ste rile saline. The emulsion waB 
halved to 2 nutrient broth tubes that were incubated 
a t J7°c for 7 2 hours. From the right lung paraffin 
soc ti on e we r e obtained . The sect ione were put on 
s lide s , fix e d and stained with Hematoxylin and eoein. 
Tian s lides were examined for the presenc e of T. cants 
larvae in ord e r to b e sure that they were able to 
mi grate from the intesti n e to the org ans of the animals. 
A po rti on of the liver approximately 1 gram in weight wae 
Pmul sif i e d in a steril e tieeue grinder with 2 ml eteri l e 
isotonic saline. As in the case of the lung, this 
emulsion was halved into 2 nutrient broth tubes and 
incubated at J7°C for 72 hours. The brain was emul-
sified in a sterile tissue grinder with 2 ml sterile 
saline, The enrulsion was transferred to a nutrient 
broth tube and incubated at J7°C for 72 hours, 
After the 72 hours of incubation all the broth cultures 
were p lated to McConkey's agar plates and incubated at 
37° c for 24 hours. When lactose fermentation was 
de te c t e d a singl e colony was taken on a slide. Gram 
stai n e d smear was prepared to find whether the bacteria 
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was Gram n egative . Wh e n Gram negative, lactose fermentinj 
bacilli were detectedJ one colony was inoculate~ to 
nutri e nt broth and incubated for 6 hours at J7 ° C, Frc-m 
the broth culture the bacilli were plated to McConkey's 
agar and incubated at 37°c for about 24 hours. A single 
colony from the McConkey 1 s agar was inoculated to a 
nu tr i e nt bro th slope for serotyping of the baci lli, 
Th o serotyping was done by using polyvalent E. roli 
nn tisoru (suppli ed by Colindale Laboratories, 1978), 
for I, II and III, Wh e n no agglutination with the 
~trul n of bacteria by the above antisera was detected, 
tho conclusion was that the E, coli were non-pathogenic 
with u ,.trong possibility thu t they were of the same strain 
of bucteria that was used in tho beginning of the experiment. 
isotonic saline. As in the case of the lung, this 
emulsion was halved into 2 nutrient broth tubes and 
incubated at J7°C for 72 hours. The brain was emul-
sified in a sterile tissue grinder with 2 ml sterile 
saline. The enrulsion was transferred to a nutrient 
broth tube and incubated at 37°c for 72 hours. 
Aft e r the 72 hours of incubation all the broth cultures 
were plated to McConkey 1 s agar plates and incubated at 
J7°C for 24 hours. When lactose fermentation was 
~tected a single colony was taken on a slide. Gram 
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stained smear was prepared to find whether the bacteria 
was Gram negative. When Gram negative, lactose ferment:n~ 
bacilli were detected; one colony was inoculated to 
nutri e nt broth and incubated for 6 hours at J7°C. From 
the broth culture the bacilli were plated to McConkey's 
agar and incubated at 37°c for about 24 hours. A single 
colony from the McConkey 1 s agar was inoculated to a 
nutrient broth slope for serotyping of the bacilli. 
Thtt serotyping was done by using polyvalent E.coli 
antisora (supplied by Colindale Laboratories, 1978), 
for I, II and III. When no agglutinution with the 
~trul n of bacteria by the above antisera was detected, 
tho c onclusion was that the E. coli were non-pathogenic 
with •• strong possibility that they were of the same strain 
of bucteria that was used in tho beginning of' the experiment, 
The mi cromethod mu1 ti test system (API) ( supp1ied by API 
Lab, Products Ltd., ) was then used to identify the 
iso1ated bacteria. This was carried out by comparing 
the biochemica1 activity of' the bacteria iso1ated f'rom 
the organs of' mice with that of' the origina1 stock 
culture of' E. co1i (strain no. 8196 ). The API System 
is one of' severa1 devices commercia11y avai1ab1e f'or 
the identification of' Enterobacteriaceae . A plastic 
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strip ho1ding 20 mini aturized compartments, or cupules, 
each containing a dehydrated substrate for a dif'f'erent 
biochemi cal t e st (Smith e t a l., 1972). This device is 
bas e d on work by Buissiere and Nardon ( 1968 ) who estab-
li s h ed many of' the physical and chemical requirements of' 
su c h micromethods. 
To eac h mou se of' the first group of' 10 control mice a 
su spensi on of' O . 1 ml ~~ broth culture was fed 
d i r ect ly into the stomach by means of' a syringe and a 
plastic tube. The O, 1 ml bact e ria1 sul!lpenl!lion was 
obtai n ed f'rom u 24 hourtt nutrient broth cu1ture of' 
E , c ol i (strain no, 8196 ). A l!lecond group of' 10 un-
troa tnd mice wa s a11!1o included , When the control mi ce 
wore killed the same methods were applied to il!lolate the 
hu c turiu from the agarl!I, 
n Vitro 
liho11 the Grum 11 ta ined slides of' T, cani11 1.urvue were 
e x a mi ned, v e ry few Gram negative bacilli (presumably 
E . c oli) were se en adhering to the external surCac e of 
s om e larvae (Figure 1). The bacilli could not be seen 
adh e ring to the o x t e rnal surfa ce s of the majority or 
the larvae . Sub c ultures obtained from the s e cond wash 
superuatant were plate d onto Mc conkey ' s agar . The Gram 
n egat ive ba c illi we r e proved to b e E . coli wh e n they 
were founu t o b e a lac tos e f e rmenter on the subcultures 
obt a ined f'rom th e sec ond wash supernatant s . The bacilli 
obta ined from all the s ubcultures we r e Gram negative 
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la ct o se 1'1,rme nter "' . TI1e bacteria were strongly suspected 
to b e of' the s am e s train used in the beginning of' the 
e xperim .. nt, h ucaus e no agglutination was observed with 
th e !'t r a in of tho ba c illi by the polyvalent E. coli 
anti se ra f'or I . II and III . 
Experiment No . 8 1 In Vivo 
Gram twgativu ba c illi probably or tltt • s um e ::,train that th e 
ca ttl s larvae we r e e xposed to in vitro were isolated 
from ttw lungs of' 7 1 tho liverl!I or l1 and the bruins or 
2 111 ic., out or th e 10 mi ce that we re t'od tho larvae that 
Wo r., 1i xp1n1i,d to th e bacilli (Table 15) • Th e bacilli 
WHr,, i Molut"<I t·rom tho brain of Mous e J whilo tho lung 
U lld tlu, J iv" r ot· thi s mouse were a tori le• In tho CIH!II 
nt· Mou i-w 5, tho bacilli we re isolated Crom tho lungs in 
uddJtJ011 tn tho bruin. In the cHse of all the mico, 
wh r r ,, 1 ,. 0J11tion of tho hucilli woro obtuiu.,d t'rom tho 
Figure 1. 
GR~'I STAINED T, CA..~IS LARVA SHOWING THE E.COLI 
BACILLI ADHERING TO THE EXTERNAL WALLS 
I if. r' I • 
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liver s (Mi ce 2 , 6 , 8 and 9), the bacteria were also 
isolated from the lungs , It was not possible to isolate 
the bacteria from both the liver and brain of any s ingl e 
mouse. 
The bacilli that were isolated from all th e organs {marked 
+) in Table 1 5 were prove d to be E.coli and probably of 
the sa me strain u sed in the b eginning of the experiment, 
They we re Gram n ega tiv e lactose fermenting bacilli. 
There was no agglutination with the polyval e nt E.coli 
antis e ra for I, II a nd III. Thi s Cinding gave s s trong 
pos s ibi lity that the E.coli isolated we r e non-pathogenic 
and probably of the same strain of bac t e ria that the 
T , can is larvae were ex po se d to beCore the larvae we re fed 
to the mice . 
The r esult s oC the API t es t s howed that th e overall 
agreemPnt in the bioc h e mical activities oC the isolat e d 
and thP ori~inal c ultures of E.coli was 10()%. 
Portion,. or the l arva e were seen on all the Hematoxylin 
u 11d .. osi n ,o l i d os pre porod Crom the secti onl!I of th e lunge 
( Fi1:-ur1) 2 ). All the organs of the two group e of the 
co ntrol mi c., wo re eteri lo, 
Table 15 
ISOLATION OF E, COLI BACILLI FROM THE ORGANS OF TEN 
MICE EACH FED WITH 5 , 000 T, CANIS LARVAE THAT WERE 
EXPOSED TO THE BACILLI IN VITRO 
Mouse no. Lung Liver Brain 
·-
1 
- -
-
2 + + -
3 - - + 
4 
- -
-
5 + - + 
6 + + -
7 + - -
8 + + -
9 + + -
10 + - -
Total + 7 4 2 
10 controls 
fed E.coli neg neg neg 
10 normal 
animals neg neg neg 
0 FR M 2 
0 T . C 
CE HOWT 
LAR AE 
PORTIO 

DISCUSSION 
Th e pr e viou s attempts to study the relationship between 
t h e miffrating larvae and the microbiological organisms 
a r e f e w wh e n th e importance of the subject from the 
medica l point of vi e w is taken into consideration . In 
ge n e ral the previous studies wer e in two categories. 
In the f'ir s t category are the studies of Shope ( 1941, 
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194Ja a nd 194'.}u) on the transmission or swine inf'luenza. 
viru s by the swine lung worm under both experimental and 
na tural c onditions. Th e study reported by Syverton et al. 
(1 947) was a very good indication of the ability of 
Trichinella soiralis to carry the virus of lymphocytic 
c horiome ningitis e xperimentully in Guinea pigs. Also 
in thi s first category is the experimental work reported 
by Mo c hizuki e t al . (1954) where the Toxocara canis 
larvae were used to study the ability of the nematodes 
to ac t a s u provoking ractor in Japanese encephalitis. 
Th e r c!!lults e11m.1Pd that ther e was provocation of the 
vin1 s e 11c e phalitis in the dually infected mice und 
th e r e wu ~ little pathogenic effect on the brain when 
the &truin or virue used wus inje c ted alono, Repeat 
"' 0 rk hy Puvri et al, ( 1975) conf'irmed these fim.ti.ngs 
and ,1-.mon s truted that the T.cunie were able to provoke 
Ju p a n .,,.o c-n c ephulitis. 
In all these studies on animal s the experimental 
approac hes depended on detecting the clinical and 
pathological changes a:fter dual in:fection o:f the 
animals with microbiological organisms and parasites. 
The only exce ption was the study done by Pavri et al. 
(1 975 ). In that study attempts were mad e to isolat e 
the virus :from di:f:ferent organs o:f mi ce. The other 
obs e rvation to be mad e on these studies is that in 
mo s t n:f them viruses that cause clinica l and patho-
logi c a l c hanges in the central nervous system were 
u sed . It seems that the reason i'or using these viruses 
i s most probably due to the :fact t\lat in experimental 
anima l s th e c linical manif'estati.ons o:f the pathological 
c han er,s in the nervous system are clearly presented and 
ea,,. ily detected. 
In thn second category there are two important studies 
that also involve the central nervous system by viruses, 
Tlw l'irst study was in Englund und was reported by 
Woodruff et al . ( 196 6 ) pointing to the relationship 
L e t 1,100 11 poliomyelitis and Toxocuru cunt s. In Egypt 
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r Pp e ll t. work confirmed the sume relution!!lhip and was reported 
by Khalil u t ul. (1971), The method s omployud in both 
s t1111i n 1' w1>r11 tho same , The Toxocar11 :'!ki n te!tt WU8 used 
fur lhf' diu,~11usi"' of toxocuriuMi!!I in patients who hud 
ltud pol lomyrliti !!I ■ Tho result11 we re cornpur cd to u 
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group of apparently h ealthy controls. Thes e retrospective 
studies are the only exper ime ntal work for exploring the 
r e lationships betwe e n the nematode larvae and the disease-
cau sin g micro -organisms. 
From both ca t ego rie s of experiments , whet h er in animals 
or in man, 
used, i . e . 
it b ecame c l ear that the nematod e 
Trichinella spiralis and T. cani s , 
larvae 
f'ob<lhl~ 7 played 
a role in the tra n s mi ssion or di ssemination of the 
viruses , but the me c hani s ms or mechanism involved were 
not c l e arly e vide nt. 
The ability of J 2 p isotope to labe l the E.coli bacteria 
In thi s study Escherichia co li bacteria were u sed. The 
u se of these bacteria , whi c h are a natural inhabitant of 
the intest ine of both mi ce and man, could give clear 
a n ,.wers about the ability of T.canis larvae to carry 
tni crobiologicu l organisms. The ue e of thi s bacteria 
Rives more pructicul c linical application e than by 
usi11g u11 common mi cro-o rgani e me, The u se o1 radioacti v e 
ii:1o tope" to lubel the b acteria mad e it poeeible to 
df!tect their preeenc e in th e bodi el!I of the very small 
T.ca11i" l urvue , On thn other hand, e vide n ce of" the 
1>re,,e 11 co of' the bactoriu in differont organl!I of' mi ce 
could IJo soup;ht, whother thare wore pathological 
cha111~flS i n th n t i!II\UP.l!I of the mi ce or not• For 
tl11 •f\o rnusoru, , thtt u11e of' the lab nlled bacteriu 
gave a better chance to study the me c hanisms involved 
in the r e lation ships b e tween the larvae and the 
bacteria . 
The bacteria were f'irst successf'ully labe lled with 
This isotope , with a half'-life of 14.8 days, 
was c onsidered suitable b ecau se the initial experi-
ments wer e planned to take less than ten days. There 
is no doubt that the bacteria were abl e to tak e up 
the radioactive isotope, In the four days of the 
ex peri me nt s, the mea n s of radiation counted p e r 
minute in 0.1 ml of' the third wash supernatant we re 
1 - 2 , while the mean s of radiation counted in the 
same volume of bacterial suspensions were 26JO -
1)57 (Tabl e 1). L ess radiation was count e d when 
the periods of i ncubation increased, The radiation 
count ed on th e second day of incubation was about 
12% l ess than that counted on the fir st day, 24% 
l oss o n the third day than the second day, and 
23% l ess 011 the fourth day than the third day. 
TIH,so pPrcentuges are mu c h hi g h er than tho p ercen-
tu~os obtaine d from the isotope d ecay tabl.es, 
which "'ho we d thu t the '):2p los es about 5% of it s 
ru<lioactivity daily. Thi s suggests that a l arge 
Hmo11 11 t or tho bucteria uccept the isotope in high 
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l e v e l s on the first day of exposure, then lose some of it 
as the pe riod of incubation lengthens, The washing of 
the b ac t e ria was v ery successful, for after three washes 
the a mount of' radiation counted in the supernatant 
so lut io n (1 - 2 ) was n egligibl e . This leads to the 
conc lusion that the amount of radioactivity was due to 
the actual radiation in the bacteria only. These 
fi ndings wer e very important for continuing the e xperi-
menta l work , be caus e they d e monstrated that the 
radiation c ounted in the T, c ttnis larvae and mice 
t issue s was mo s t probably due to the presence of 
the lal.Je ll e d bacteria, 
j lCr to label the E.coli bact e ria. 
The u se of 5lcr indicated that the bacteria took up 
some of th e isotope, but to a much less extent than 
they did with 32 P, Th e maximum count of radiation in 
th" hacteri u (!1J2 count / minut e ) wu s about twic e th e 
background which wa s s ometimes about 400 count/minute 
( Tah l e 2 ), For thut rcus on the use of thil'I i!'lotope 
wus di~c o11ti11ued, 
~,hi I1 ty uf' "i' 1i,- 0 1 .. utop e tu ltsbel the E,cul I bucteria 
For 5Y~., th e bu cte rlu were labelled in the sume wuy tts 
')2 1' t d n the .first llay of 
, I , " . mur" rudiu tion WU !! c oun e o 
"XIH>>t 11 r .. uml the urnnunt with which they became labelled 
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was l ess after longer periods of incubation. On the rirst 
day the mean amount of radiation counted per minute in 0.1 
ml b ac t e rial s uspension was 12,446; while the mean in the 
sam e volume of b acterial suspension was 2,086 count / minut e 
on the sixth day or incubation (Tabl e J). This is different 
fro,11 tile 51 Cr wl1ere I tie amount of radiation was gradually 
increased during the rirst three day s of incubation, then 
l ess radiation was count ed with longer periods or incu-
bation . The perc e ntage or daily decrease in the level of 
r a di a tion wa s high compared with the p ercentage l eve l for 
natural decay. In the isotope decay table the percentage 
is a bout 2% daily, while there was a 4 ()% decrease in the 
sec ond day or e xposure a nd about 60')b in the third day. As 
')2 with P this s uggested that a large amount of the bact e ria 
acce pt tho isotope in high levels on the first day of ex po -
sure , then lose some or it as the time of incubation lengthens. 
The wa s hing or th e bucteria was very s u ccessrul, because the 
mr,1111 nmount or radiu tion count ed in O. 1 ml or the third wash 
s up o rmttun t was ubout 10 count/minute, which is negligible 
irr c ompuri:-1011 with radiation in the background, which was 
,i om e tirnu s about 400 count / minut e • 
Tl1 ero i :-1 11 clettr indication that the E. c oli accept the J
2
P 
j !IO top i, tu u mu c h more "'tttblo deeree than they do with 
th ,, uthor isutopo ,. u10ed in this study, It is known that 
hoth pho Hphoru s and iro11 are required f'or tha growth or 
nearly al l organisms (Stanier et al, 1971), To grow, 
organisms must draw from the enviroDment all the 
substances which they requir e for the synthesis of 
their c ell materials and for the generation of energy, 
In E , coli , phosphorus is approximately J% of the dry 
we ight of t h e cel l, while iron is about 0,2% only, 
12 59, By u si ng the P and fe there is a good reas on to 
assume that the amount of radiation in the larvae and 
mi ce was due to the bacteria , for fluid in which the 
bacteria had b een washe d produced a n~gligible mean 
radiation c ount, 
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The a bility of the Toxocara canis to carry the bacteria 
in vitro 
The use of radioactiv e isotopes in this study helped 
in d e monstrating that the larvae were able to carry 
the E , c oli bacteria, The mean amount of radiation 
count e d in the larvae was about three timos more than 
that count e d in the supernatant after thre e washe s 
,.,.) 
(p < 0,01 for -p labelled bacteria and p <. O.O~ f'or 
'5') Fo lubolled bacteria), Results obtained with the 
ll !!lc 01· both ' J:! p and ~9 1"0 tsotope8 indicat e d that the 
lurvuo were ablo to k ee p their loads of bacteria e ven 
uftur thro e washes ( Tabl es 4, ~ , 6 and 8), 
ThJ s oh,. ervu tion s u ggtu,ted that the bacteria were 
either adh ering to the external walls of the larvae 
or they were carried in their alimentary canal. 
Examinati ons of the Gram stained slides of T.canis 
larvae that were exposed to the E.coli (strain no.8196) 
in test tub es showed that few E.coli were seen to be 
adher ing to the external surfaces of some larvae. 
( Figure 1.) 
Dr J . Grant of the Department of Microbiology, 
London School o f Hygi e n e and Tropical Medicine 
(personal comrn~ni cation) stated that the object shown 
in Fi g ur e 1 c annot be stated with certainty to be 
E.coli bacilli. The othe r tests that were carried out, 
however, (i .e. Gram stain, polyvalent antisera and 
API System) gave strong evidence that they were 
E. c oli and poss ibly of the same strain that were used 
in the beginning of the experiment. 
Although the v ery few bacteria tha t were seen adhering 
to the e x ternal wa ll s of the l arv ae could explain the 
abi lity of the larvae to carry the E.coli to the 
organs of the mous e , the possibility of transference 
of E. coli from the alimentary canals of the larvae 
cannot be overlooked. Thi s possibility was not proved 
bec ause it was not possible to obtain sections of the 
4 
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larvae in the current work. Attempts were made to 
obtain paraffin sections from J0,000 larvae. About 
200 slides were prepared and stained with Gram stain, 
but it was not possible to detect any transverse section 
of the larvae . 
In the studies carried out by other workers, prior to 
this work, it had only been possible to find whether 
the larvae were capable of carrying the organisms by 
f eeding them to experimental animals and observing 
whe ther the animals developed signs of the infection. 
The methods that were employed to demonstrate the 
ability of the larvae to carry and transmit the organism 
we re not always conclusive because of the involvement 
of the host animals. 
It is c lear that the clinical and pathological changes 
depend not only on the disease-causing organism, but to 
some extent on the resistance of the individual host to 
that particular infection and also on the dose of 
oreunisms that reaches the organ!! affected. Thi!! means 
that smull dose!! of the organism tran!!mitted by the larvae 
muy not necessarily cau!!e a clinical or pathological 
chungo und could lead to the possibly incorrect conclu-
15 1011 that the larvue were not able to carry the organism. 
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The work of Shope (1941) could not be conclusive because 
two factors we r e involved in addition to the larvae 
and th e virus 1 i.e. pigs and the Haemophilus 
influenzae , making four variables as contrasted with 
tw o in the experiments discussed here, Shape's 
att e mpts to demonstrat e swine influenza virus by direct 
me a ns h a v e f'ailed, Other stimuli were used to provoke 
s wine influenza; in some of the experiments 30,000 -
50,000 normal embryonated ascaris ova, in addition to 
the H. influenzae, Although the animal's tern-
perature ros e and it appeared ill, there was a chance 
that this clinical pi c ture could be due to the ingestion 
of Ascaris ova. It is diff'icult to find any clinical 
a pplicat ion behind the use of 100 c,c. of 95% e thyl-
alcohol mixed in the ground grain mash of the swine to 
provok e the influenza, The use of these complicated 
e xperime ntal approaches, however, gives some indication 
of the role of the worm in transmitting the inf'luenza 
virus, but gives no clear idea about the mechanism 
involved. Also the use of' some expressions by Shope, 
s u c h as "the virus carried in a masked form" were not 
well understood, 
l'he I I l'e .. pnn of th .. T, canis lurva,• in bact,•ria contam-
tnuted mPdia 
ln tho current study the use of the radioactive isotopes 
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helped in demonstrating that the T. canis larvae were 
able to carry E, coli bacteria. One important observa-
tion was the inability or the larvae to live ror more 
than three days in the test tubes; this prevented the 
work from being extended for a longer period, 
In all these experiments the activity or the larvae could 
be judged by their mobility. On the first day or incu-
bation with the labelled bacteria, all the larvae were 
active. This activity was much less on the second day 
and on the third day some or the larvae were immobile. 
On the fourth day all larvae were immobile, 
There is no report or the life span or the T, canis 
larva e in bacteria-contaminated media, The fact that 
the larvae were abl e to live for three days at room 
temperature gives some information about the possibility 
that the toxocaral infection might be transmitted to an 
animal if it eats the carcase or another animal infected 
with the T. canis larvae. Sprent (1953) reported the 
results or a study on the longevity or various aecarid 
larva e and their resistance to freezing and putrefaction. 
The ~tudy showed that T. canie larvae kept in a refrig-
uru tion unit at -20°c could not live ror eix days. To 
,.tucJy the resistance or the ascarid larvae to putrefaction, 
lhn bodif!S or inf'ected mice were allowed to undergo 
IITTlrttruction at about 27°c. At various intervals the 
mi ce we r e digested and mobility of the r ecovered larvae 
wa s observed , The r esults showed that although the 
larvae of A. columnaris, A, devosi and T, transfuga 
we r e ev idently abl e to withstand putrefaction for at 
leas t six d ays , the larvae of T. canis were immobile 
at the e nd of the s am e p e riod of six days, but Sprent 
do es not actually gi v e th e survival time of T, canis 
in these c onditions. It may have been l e ss than six 
days. As there are no more reports on the subject of 
longevi ty of th e T, canis larva e , the resul ts obtained 
from the experiments in vitro could be considered as 
a good indication of their life span in media contam -
inated with bact eria in addition to the radioactive 
i s otope . 
These results might l ead to the conclusion that there 
is a possibility that toxocaral infection could be 
transmitted if the carcass of the animal that received 
tho infection is eaten by another animal during th e 
firs t thr e e days after death, Becaus e the mobil ity 
of the larvae decreased with longer periods of exposure 
tu tho l a bell e d bacteria, it is logica l to c onclud e that 
t lw !'lhorter the period that e laps es between the d ea th 
of the infttcted animal - usually rodent - and the 
l n Ke!'lti on of its carcas!'I, the greater the c hance f or 
I.ho infnct ion to be transmitted, This mean s that if' 
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the body of the infected rodents are eaten immediately 
as prey by another animal, there will be every possibility 
that the infection will be transmitted. 
These observations are in agreement with the results 
demonstrated experimentally by Sprent (1958) who fed dogs 
and foxes the carcasses of mice which had ingested the 
embryonated toxocara eggs and harboured the second stage 
larvae in their tissues. He found that in some instances 
dev ,'! lopment or these larvae proceeded in the stomach and 
inteHti n e . Few larvae were found in the somatic tissues 
of dugs, but three days after inrection fourth stage 
larvae wore found in the stomach wall and 9 and 10 days 
after infection fourth stage larvae were found in the 
intestine. In roxes, fourth stage larvae and adults 
we1· e found in the intestine 17 and 21 days arter infec-
tio n1 larvae were also recovered rrom the somatic 
ti esu~ s , e9pecially the lunge. 
1111, rol e of th A T. ctlni e I arvtle in the tranl!lmi,.sion and 
dl"'""mlnHtinr• or tho btlctnrla In the til"leues of mice 
Thn use of the isotopes in this study led to a better under-
Mtu11 d I 11 g of the role or the T, ca.nis lnrva.e in the trans-
1111 ,.s ion 
11
nil diftsnmination of the bacteria in the tissues 
or mi en , A,. m.,ntionod earlier in thie paper, thol"le 
111uthc11ll't or testing the role of the larvae in the die-
" ••ml nuttun of tho bacteria were prolmhly uhlo tu dflmon l"ltrate 
even t h e small amount of the micro-organism present 
in the organs of the mice, which usually does not lead 
to the occurrence of clinical or pathological signs 
and symptoms. 
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In the experiment with 32p labelled bacteria the results 
showed that T.canis larvae probably played a role in the 
dissemination of the E.coli. The amount of labelled 
bacteria in the two organs tested - the bacteria in both 
liver and brain - of dually infected mice was twice that 
found in the control animals (Table 7). Significantly 
more radiation was present in the livers of the infected 
mice than in the controls (p•::::0.02). The statistical 
. difference between the brains of the 2 groups was even 
more significant with p<.0.01, Obvfously these sta1tii..c~l 
differences gain in importance from the small volume 
of the organ's suspension used in this experiment. 
It was mentioned earlier that it was not possible to 
measure the radiation for the/3 emitting 32P in volumes 
larqer than 0,1 ml due to the nature of the scintillation 
counter. This small number was 1/100 fraction of the 
tota l suspension of each organ. The evidence suggests 
that the larvae did help in the dissemination of the 
bacteria in the mice tissues, 
Wh~n t h e same experiment was repeated by using the~ 
10 1 
. 59 F . t . emi tter, e, i was possible to detect the presence of 
labell e d bacteria in the total suspension of the mice 
organ s . In this experiment the differences in the amount 
of l abe ll ed bac teria in the organs tested were greater 
than t hos e o f the 32p e xperiment. There is about three 
times as much radi a tion in the tissues of the dually 
infec t e d group of mice (Table 9). This ratio of 3/1 is 
appli ed to the individual organs and also to the total 
rad i at ion in the three organs tested. The statistical 
differ e nces were highly significant for both liver and 
brain (p<.0.01), The y were less striking but still 
s i gni f ican t at the 5% leve l for the lung (p<.o.05). The 
resu l ts in the c a se of t he lungs would probably have 
reach e d greate r statistical significance had it been 
poss ibl e to t ak e reading~ on a larger number of lungs. 
I t i s intere s t ing to notice that the amount of radiation 
i n t h e live r is more than the lung and more in the latter 
t ha n in the brain. It is well known that most of the 
T.cani s l a rva e af ter h a t c hing in the inte s t ine migra te 
to t h e live r, t h e n the lungs and from the r e to diff erent 
orqa n s a nd tissues , inc luding the brain. Ther e appears 
to be a good indica tion of a relationship between the 
numbe r o f l a rvae r eaching an organ and the amoun t of 
radiation in t h at par t i c ula r orga n. Thus there is a 
qreater c h a nce o f microbiological disease being a cquire d 
if a l arg e r numbe r o f pa r as ites a r e ingested, 
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The rindings or two to three times more rc..dil\.t10~ in 
dually infected mi ce than in the control group are in 
agrePment with the demonstration reported by Pavri et al, 
(1975) in which 20 mice were inf'ected with 700 - 1,000 
embryonated eggs or T. canis and in addition these mice 
were inf'ected subcutaneously with sublethal doses of' 
Japanese encephalitis virus. 
were give n the virus only. 
A control group of 30 mice 
Of' the dually inf"ected mice 
57% showed morbid ity (no signs of" the sickness were 
gi ven ), while 2()% of" the control group showe d the same 
pattern or sickness - a ratio of' nearly 3/1 which is 
!:li milar to the results summarised in Tables 7 and 9. 
Mochizuki et al . ( 195li) obtained about th e same 
ratio when ten mi ce were f'ed each with about 2,000 
r mbryonuted T. canis eggs . Four days later f"ive of" the 
mice were i noculated s ubcutaneously with a suspension of" 
Japanese A. encephalitis in 10-1 dilution. All of' the 
dually inf' ec tod mi ce died in about si x days af"ter the 
Vi rus inoculation, against two mic e that received the 
virus s u spension only, 
Thr. amount of rudintion meusurod f'rom the groups of' f'ive 
lnrvuo obtained f'rom each orgun gives un indication that they 
llloMt prolJ1ihly curry t.1111 l11hol ln1I lm1,t.o>t·ia (Tnhl e 10) • The 
a mount ot· radiation in euch group of' lurvuP was about the 
" """' 1unount us thttt found in thoMu 1•x poP1rll to the labell ed 
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The findings or two to three times more ,--,:,.ciiRt10vi in 
dually inrec ted mic e than in the control group are in 
agreeme nt with the demonstration r e ported by Pavri e t al, 
(1975) in which 20 mi ce were infected with 700 - 1,000 
embryonat ed eggs of T. canis and in addition these mice 
wer e inrected subcutaneously with sublethal doses of 
Japanese e ncephaliti s virus. 
were give n the virus only. 
A control group or JO mice 
or the dually inrected mice 
57% s howed morbidity (no signs of the sickness were 
give n), whil.e 20'% or the control group showed the same 
pattern or sickness - a ratio of nearly J/1 which is 
s imilar to the results summarised in Tables 7 and 9. 
Mochizuki et al, (1954) obtained about the same 
ratio when ten mi ce were red each with about 2,000 
embryo nu ted T. c ani s eggs . Four day s later five or the 
mi ce were inoculated subcutaneously with a suspension of 
Jupunese A. encephalitis in 10-1 dilution, All or the 
dually infected mi ce died in about six days after the 
vi rus inoculation, against two mice that received the 
viru s s uspension only. 
Th" 11mount or rudin tion measure d rrom tho groups of five 
l11rv110 ubtuined from each organ gives an indication thAt, lh y 
1110 ,.t, prolu1h.Ly curr y Liu, luholl od bnctnriu (Tuble 10) • Th 
11mnunt of radiation in ouch g roup or lurvu e was ubout the 
KH111 11 umnunt us Lhut round in thoK e exposed to the labe ll e d 
10'.3 
bact e ria in the t es t tubes. The means of radiation in the 
grou p s o f' five larvae obtaine d from the liver, lung and brain 
of mi ce were 8.25, 8. 12 and 8,5 counts/minute respectively 
( Tab l e 10 ), Tl1 e mean s of radiation in the group of five 
larvae e x p ose d in vitro to labe lled bacteria were between 
10 , 7 1 u 11u 12 , 5 c ount s/minut e (Tables 11, 5, 6 and 8), The radia-
tion c ount obt a ined in vitro r e presented the radiation in the 
l arvae plu s the radiation in 0, 1 ml of the third wash solution. 
The mea u s of radiation ill O. 1 ml third wash solution were 
be t wee n 2 , 85 anrl 5 c ount s/minut e , The actual radiation counted 
i n th £> l a rvae , the r e for e , is about the same in vitro and in vivo, 
TI~s e r e sult s s trongly suggested that the larvae, if exposed 
to th <' i,; ,coli, do carry the bacteria whether the exposure 
i s i II a t es t tube or the intestine, The amount of bac-
t e riu c urried by un individual larva is small, and this 
~up p o rt ,. tho ,.up,gestion thut in order to transmit a 
mi crobio lnt: i c ul infec tion from the intestine to other 
or~u 11 ,. ol' tlu- body, u very largE> dose of" larv i 
n " ctiNl'l n ry, 0 11 ttw other htt.nd, in the case of' a highly 
11u tt1111~0 11i c nrgnni,.m, like tlw poliomyelitis organism, a small 
111111,bnr of lnrvu <' might b e abl e to transmit the infection, 
Th""" o h,.r r vntion" ~tp;ht o"pluin why the larvae of 
T, c 11 11 l,o wnro inc rimlnutod in the tr .-.111:,mission of' 
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viruses but not bact e ria. All the reported cases that 
related the T, canis to microbiological diseases involved 
vi ru se s that cause severe signs and symptoms. Mochizuki 
et a l. ( 1954) obtained evidence in experimental animals 
t hat the larvae were abl e to transmit Japanese B. 
e n ce phalitis virus and cause death and morbidity in mic e 
i nfec ted with l arvae a nd virus. The conclusion obtained 
by Pavr i et al. ( 1975) conf'inned that of' Mochizuki e t al, 
by r e peating the e xperiments. They obtained results 
that gave a clear and si:~if'icant difference between the 
dually infected mic e and thos e that r eceived the virus 
only, in relation to sickness and death. 
I n man, the reported cases were also of vira.\i\\ff'cli o1\, The 
c ase reported by Dent et al. (1 956 ) of' a child who died of' 
homologous se rum hepatitis where T. canis was found widely 
sca tt e red throughout the organs, including the central 
nervous system, is an example. Another case wa s that 
reported by Aeuutyman and Woo lf' ( 1951) where a T. canis 
l~rvue was f'ound in the brain of' a child who died of 
poliomye litii, . Thii, leads to the conclusion that serious 
<li 8euse could b e occasioned if' a f'ew larvae could carry 
" mull do~es of' u highly pathogeni c organism to important 
ur~lns like the liver and brain ■ In addition the two 
cusoM reported by Brown and Pe rna (1958) and by Wilson and 
Thompson ( 196 4) wher e the patients dio d of E. coli 
septicaemia and meningitis in relation to overwhelmimg 
st ronavloides, indicated that a large number of larvae 
could carry big doses of microbiological organisms 
causing severe disease, 
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The possibilitv that more than one mechanism is involved 
in the transmission of the E. coli 
The amount of radiation carried by each larva does not 
explain the high amount of radiation in the mice exposed 
t o larvae and bacteria, so some other mechanisms must 
be involved in the transmission of the bacteria from 
t he intestine to other organs. It has been shown that 
l a rvae carry bacteria, but an anomaly was also found that 
t here was radiation in the organs, more than that which 
c ould be accounted for by the larvae present with their 
known loads of radiation, This observation led to the 
c onclusion that some labelled bacteria or loose label 
f rom bacterial disintegration or metabolism find their 
way to the tissue damaged by larvae such as the liver, 
lung and brain. A possible explanation is that the 
larvae, by their migration and by their active life 
in these organs, might create favourable conditions 
f or the bacteria to settle and multiply. Sprent (1955b) 
in the study of the invasion of the central nervous system 
by nematodes, showed that T,canis larvae in mice were able 
t o c a use haemorrhages and necrosis in the brain tissues 
a nd h e suggested that the damage might create favourable 
c onditions for the pathogenic micro-organisms circulating 
in the blood at that time. 
fjjssen1 ( 1969) published a detailed study of' the micro-
scopic changes in the livers, lungs and brains of mice 
d u e to the migration of T. canis larvae. The study 
d e mon s trated that there were scattered foci of inflam-
matory cells, haemorrhage and fibrin deposit. In all 
three organs studied, the larvae appeared to be moving 
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at th e time of fixation. The results in these studies, 
to g ether with the fact that the larvae are well tolerated 
hy experimental animals and may stay alive in their 
ti sRues for a considerable time (Beaver, 19 6 2), suggest 
tha t it is possible that the damage they cause is res-
pon s ible for the large number of bacteria in the dually 
infec ted mic e , indicated by the amount of radiation 
c ounted. 
The r e sults specified in experiment number 5 indicated 
thut after feeding the mice T. canie larvae that were 
"'9 P.X po s t>d, in tost tubes, to ;., Fe labelled E. coli, they were 
prohah I y 111>1 r. to tru11smi t u 1" 111all amount of' thr. l>uctorin to 
th o orp,-an s of the mice. The results are interesting in 
11pite of the v .. ry 11mall amount of radiation counted in 
lh fl fflO\Jl'le ti,u•ur. The count per orrn minute in a single 
The numbnr of' larvae found in the three 
o rP,uns wa 11 very 11mall, evPn when 1,2~0 larvae were in-
P,011t ud. nu, small number of' lurvne collected from each 
organ c ould be responsible for the small amount of 
bacteria found in the tissues (Table 11). This observa-
tion is s upport ed by the higher amount of radiation in 
the lungs, where a hi g her percentage of the larvae were 
found. On the other hand, the higher amount of radiation 
c ounted in the liver, where a smaller number of larvae 
were obtained, c ompare d to the brain where a larger 
number of' larvae were found, could be explained by the 
possibi lity that th e larvae during the portal migration 
l ei' t some of' their bacterial loads in the liver. The 
Laree number o 1· l arvae found in the lungs five days after 
the ingestion of the larvae could lead to two suggestions ~ 
I. Th e larvae, after reaching the intestine acted in 
the same way as whe n they hatch from ingested 
e mbryonated eggs, and will follow the liver-lung 
pattern of migra tion, This kind of migration was 
dnmonstrated by many work e rs (Beaver e t al., 1952; 
spr,, 11 t, 1') ':;2 , 1955h, 1958; Tiner, 1953; Wiseman 
Ht a L, 1971). Sprent (1958) demonstrated that in 
u mou se Cive days after the ingestion of 5,000 
"mbryona ted T. canis ova, 539 larvae were obtained 
from the liver, while only 63 were obtained from 
the brain. No figure was given for the lungs, 
Spre nt• ~ results differ from those obtained in 
this study where the number of larvae obtained from 
thA brain i" three times more that that obtained 
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from the liver, However, Wiseman et al. (1971) 
reported that in mice, five days after the ingestion 
of 1,000 embryonated T, canis, there was a wide 
variation in the numbers or larvae recovered alive 
from the livers. The numbers were varied to the 
degree that from the livers of two mice 141 larvae 
were obtained from one, while only one larva was 
obtained rrom the other. These rindings suggested 
that the observed small numbers of larvae recovered 
from the livers occurred by chance alone, 
2. The larvae, in addition to the hepatic migration, 
might rollow another pattern or migration, most 
probably directly to the lung, then to other organs, 
including the brain. 
The umount or radiation counted in the lunge or mice wae twice 
tl111t counted in the livers, 1be mean of radiation in the lungs 
,,.a,, H count / minute, while the mean in the liver was 4.4'1c ount/ 
111l11ut., (Tobit• 11),This observation supported the second pattern 
of' migration rather than the first. The other observation 
thut eupport e d the second route of migration, wae the 
h i~her perc e ntage of larvae obtained from lunge than from 
tho liver. The percentage of larvae obtained from the 
lunge wae 4.:!0, while only 1, 24 per cent were obtained 
f'rnm the liver, (Table 12). The small percentage or 
lurvun round in the liver, together with the low radiation 
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c ount e d from the liver suspensions, indicated that some 
larvae followed the normal portal migration to the liver 
then to the lungs. 
When the experiment was repeated with 12 P, it was obvious 
from the beginning that there were less chances of success 
in ge tting clearer answers than the 591<'e experimAnts, due 
to the fa ct that less volume of samples could be used for 
ra,iiat ion counting. The results summarised and shown in 
Tab l e 11 did not lead to any definite conclusion. 
Th e s mall number of larvae reaching the three organs of 
mi ce is most probably due to their weakening during the 
period of incubation in the test tubes. This weakness 
was observed in experiment Number J. Another possible 
P-x plunation is that the larvae might lose some of their 
ubility to pene trate the intestinal wall after their 
f' ir,it time p e netration of the se walls before they were 
incubatnd in the test tubes. 
Th., r,, .. ul ts obtuined from experiment Number B by 
isu luting the E ■ coli from the organs of the mice after 
Lhny w .. r., t'ed T, c11nie larvae that were e xpos e d to the 
lmctnrin in vitro, confirmed the results obtained when 
th,. rmlioactive isotopes we r e use d to trace the bacteria, 
<h it of tho 10 mic e that r ecei ved the larvae, the E ■ coli 
Isolated from the lunge of 7, the lLvers of 4 and 
the brains of 2 (Tabl e 15). No E, coli growth was 
isolated from any mous e out of the 20 mic e of the two 
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c ontrol groups. The migration of the T. canis larvae from 
t h e intestine to the organs of the mi ce were proved and 
d e mon strated by the hematoxylin and eosin stained slides 
of the sect ions obtain e d from the lungs (Figure 2). 
Th e bacteriological and se rological t es ts that were performed 
ill thi s experiment strongly s uggested that the bacteria 
that were carri ed by the larvae and isolated f'rom the 
organs of the mice were of the same strain (8196) 
that were used in the b e ginning of the experiment. 
Th e observation that the larvae carried more bacteria 
to the lungs than to the livers or the brain, which was 
proved by the higher rates of isolation, is similar to 
that ob ta ined when th e experiments were carried out by 
u si n g the 59 Fe isotope (Table 11). In the e xp e rimunt 
in whi c h 59Fe was us e d as a tool to trac e the E, coli, 
the mean radiation count e d in the organs of 9 mice was 
H in the lungs, 4.4~in the livere and 2 in the brains 
(Tu bl e 11). In both e xperimente there wae mor e chance 
ror the bacteria to b e d e t ec ted in the lunge, then in 
tl11, l i v er and then in the brain, 
In tho ab se n ce of a quantitative e valuation of the 
Lurvae in the diffe r e nt organs t es t e d in thie experiment, 
Lt i~ diffi c ult to comment on the effect of the numb e r 
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of larvae in each organ on the rates of bacte ria 
iso l atio n from these organs, but in the 59Fe experiment 
the number of larvae found in the lungs of the mice was 
mor e than that found in the livers or brains (Table 12). 
For this reason it is possible to sugges t that in the 
isolation experiment there could be larger number of 
larvae in the lung s than in th e livers or brains. In 
j 9 the Fe experiment it was suggested tha t the T. canis 
larvae in addition to their hepatic migration might 
rollow another pattern of migration, most probably 
directly to the lungs, then to other organs, includ~ng 
the brain. This pattern of migration was suggested 
only in the cases when larvae and not ova of T. canis 
we re f'ed to th ese mice. The results obtained from the 
isulut ion experiment, where the bacteria were isolated 
from the lungs of 7, the livers of 4 and the brains of 
2 out of the 10 mic e that received the larvae , supported 
th e sume suggestions, because the 10 mic e were fed larvae 
und not eggs . 
111 "'Pita or the fact that 5000 larvae are consider e d to 
be a very big dose to an animal like a mouse, the 
isolation experiment demonstrat•d that the T. canis 
Larvae could carry and disseminate microbiological 
orp;unisms rrom the alimentary canal to dif'ferent organs 
of tho body, including the brain. It also sugges ted 
thut proportionally smaller dos es of the larvae that 
might be ingested by man could lead to dangerous 
h ea lth hazards if highly pathogenic micro-organisms 
were involved. This could be true in the case of a 
sma ll number of T. canis larvae that might carry 
poliomyelitis virus reaching the central n e rvous 
system. 
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The r esult s from this study showed that the re are relation-
ships b et ween T. canis larvae and the bacteria, The 
relationship of the larvae to the dissemination of the 
bacteria mi~rt not be different from that of Trichinella 
eiPi ral iia in the transmission of the lymphocytic chorio-
me ningitis virus (Syverton et al,, 1947) as ~ar as the 
nematode larva~ ability to carry the microbiological 
oreanism is concerned, In the case of the Trichinella 
spirali,;i the virus was harboured by the larvae throughout 
it~ life cyc le, This possibility was not explored for 
T, cants in the current study, 
It was clea r from the e xperiments that the larvae played 
H major role in th e dissemination of the bacteria to all 
the organs tested. Thes e findings are in agre ement with 
th o results reported by Mochizuki e t al, (1954) 
und by Pavri e t al, (1975), 
Tho nmount ur the bacteria carri e d by the larvae as indi-
c,u tod by the radiation counted af't e r their e xposure to 
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the labelled bacteria - whether in the test tubes or in 
the intestine of' animals - was very small. This leads 
to the bel ie f' that a large dos e of the larvae is needed 
in order to carry sufficient numbers of the micro-
organi s m to cause dis ease . This belief' is supported 
by the hi g h rat e of isolation of' E. coli bact e ria from 
the organs of the 10 mi ce , each infected with 5,000 
larvae. 
In the case reported by Beautyman and Woolf (1951) only 
a si n g l e T, canis larva was demonstrated in the brain, 
This could have b ee n responsible for carrying the virus 
to the central n ervous sys tem, In that case a c hild of 
sjx years died of' acute anterior poliomyelitis because 
a s mall dos e of poliomyelitis virus could multiply in 
the bra in tissues and lead to poliomyelitis, At post 
mo rtem in all the organs e xamine d, other than the brain, 
no larvae were demonstrated, even after careful histologi-
cu l search of the liver, kidneys and lungs, The absence 
of larvae from th ese places where T, cunis larvae are 
commonly round, pro~e s a good reason for believi n g the 
r.xplnnation given by Beautyman and Woolf', that the 
pre:!lence of the larva was accidental, Such an int .. r-
pretation would be in tune with the c onclusions reached 
fr om the current study, 
Th n two rul es playe d by the larvae in the carrying and 
di ssemination of the bacteria indicate that the dis-
semination of disease-causing micro-organisms may be 
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more widespread than has hitherto been suspected, This 
is e xemplified by the results obtained and reported by 
Woodruff et al. (1966 ). Of 191 patients who had had 
p olio~ye litis, lJ. 6% had a positive toxocaral skin test, 
a ga inst 2.1% in J29 apparently healthy controls. Con-
finnatory results wer e reported by Khalil et al. (1971), 
who round that 5,8% out of 102 children who had had 
poliomyelitis had a positive skin test, compared with 
1. 4 out of 70 appare ntly healthy controls. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The final conclusions that might be reached from this 
work were: 
1. The larvae did carry the bact e ria when they were 
ex posed to th e m in test tubes and probably when 
e x po se d in the intestines of mice, but this awaits 
final c onfirmation. 
2 . There i s a strong possibility that the larvae were 
abl e to carry and to disseminate the E.coli during 
thei r migration from the intestine of the mice to 
the lungs , livers and brains. The bacteria were 
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se en adher ing to the external surfaces of some larvae. 
It was not possible to demonstrate whether the larvae 
were a ble to ca rry the bacteria in their alimentary 
canals. However, this possibility should not be 
e xcluded. 
J . The amount of bacteria carried by T,canis larvae, as 
wus indicated by the a mount of radiation counted in 
e uch individual larva, did not explain the large 
dif'f'ernncee between tlan amount of bactnrie in the 
infnc ted and control groupe of mice. Thie led to 
tlu, po,.sibili ty that some extra mechanisms might be 
i11volved. Moet probably, the mechanism is the dam-
111~0 to the ti ssue e caused by the migration of the 
larvae, which created favourable conditions 
settlement and growth of the bacteria. 
I 16 
for the 
•· When the larvae were exposed to the label l e d bacteria 
in vitro the11 were f'e<.l to the mi ce , the results 
stron gly s 11ggest,:tl that they were able to carry and 
disseminate the bacteria to the tissues. 
~ - The s mall p ercentage of larvae (124 % in the liver, 
4.2 % i n the lungs and 2 .21 % in the brain) found in 
the tissu es of mic e a fter the larvae were fed instead 
of embryonated eggs , l ed to three possibilities . It 
c ould be due to the fact that wide variations in the 
numbers of larvae obtaine d from the organs of mice 
hav e been demonstrated (Wi seman et al., 1971). The 
second possibility ~s that the larva e might b e 
weak e n e d by their ex posure to the bacteria and the 
radio-active isotopes. The third possibility is that 
as the larvae were obtained by giving e mbryonated 
eggs to mic e , they might lose some of their ability 
to penet rat e the intestinal wall due to the expiry 
of s om e e nzymes that were u sed in the fi rst mi g r ation. 
This explana tion could be tested by u si n g artificia lly 
hat c hed larvae. 
I , ~'inally 
I 
one will con clude that the T, cuni a larvae 
ure of reul danger to mun, not only becuuse of thoir 
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migration to the organs, especially vital ones like 
the eyes, heart and brain. The cosmopolitan dis-
tribution of this parasite in addition to the close 
r e lationship between man and dog, whether in rural 
or urban areas, puts greater responsibilities for the 
control of the parasite in dogs. 
SUMMARY 
This r e search con centr ated on an attempt to understand 
the me c hanism or mechanisms by which the larvae could 
play a role in the provocation and dissemination of 
infec tion, in addition to the establishme nt of mor e 
facts about this role. 
The us e of radioactive isoto p es mad e the identif'ication 
or the b acteria easier , whether they were in the larvae 
or in the tissues of mice. Es c herichia coli bacteria 
were u sed on the grounds that they are a normal inhabi-
1 1 8 
tant of the human intestine. Three radioactive isotopes 
we r e e mpl oyed , 32 one was a P as a ,/3 emitter and the two 
"1 59 other s were~ Cr and Feast emitters, 
Th e bacteria were labelled with the isotopes then they 
we r e e xposed to the T.canis larvae in the test tubes. 
we re wushert t horoughly and the radiation was counted to 
finrt whet h er they wer e able to carry the labe lled 
They 
ba c turia. The results obtained were in support of their 
J2 
ability to curry the bacteria, when both isotopes P 
and 'J9 1-'e wore u sed to label the bacteria. 
Th u work w11 ,. nxto ndod to discover wh e ther the larvae do 
play u ro l o in the dis semination of bacteria. The 
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E~rh~richia coli were labelled and then fed to two groups 
of mice, one group received at the same time about 1,000 
embryonated T.canis eggs in addition to the bacteria. 
The mice were killed later and their organs were emulsi-
f i e d and radiations in these emulsions was counted. The 
results obtained showed that when using both isotopes 
32P and 59 Fe there was a strong possibility that the larvae 
disseminated the bacteria from the alimentary canal of 
mice to the liver, lung and brain, some larvae were 
obtained from the dually infected animals to find whetr 
t h e y were able to carry the bacteria as they did when 
exposed in vitro. The results obtained showed that they 
mos t probably did carry the bacteria and in amounts 
approximately similar to those acquired in vitro. 
To obta in more information about the mechanisms involved, 
t h e larvae were exposed to the labelled bacteria in vitro, 
t h e n we re fed to the animals, Various numbers of larvae 
we r e used, The mice were killed and their organs were 
emulsified and the radiation in the emulsions was counted, 
Ve ry small amounts of radiation were counted, which 
s ugges t e d a small number of bacteria, together with few 
larvae abta ined from the organs tested, 
Furthe r e xperimental work was carried out using 
bacteriologica l and serological techniques, A known 
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non-pathogenic strain of E.coli was fed to mice, together 
with T.canis larvae. The results obtained showed that 
there is a strong possibility that the same strain was 
isol ated from the liver, lung and brain of the infected 
animals, but not from controls, These findings supported 
the results obtained by using the radio-active isotopes 
in the previous experiment. 
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